
As the battle over the post-Covid ‘new normal’
rages on, can HR please everyone?
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Excellent that you were 
out when I visited.

I hope you’re enjoying the improved 
fl exibility and work-life balance that 

our new hybrid policy offers.

With every good wish.
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Pleasingly, in a survey commissioned for
this issue, 73 per cent ofmore than 500
PeopleManagement readers whose staff can
work fromhome said they now allowed
them to do somore than beforeCovid,
and of those who stipulate aminimum
number of office days, 24 per cent say all
their workers are happywith that. But
clearly it’s amixed bag, andmany others
are still in the throes of trying to decide
their own post-pandemic arrangements.
However far you’ve got, our feature and
survey results starting on page 24 should
offer food for thought.
EleanorWhitehouseEditor
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Is there a ‘new normal’?
Welcome
from the CIPD
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Whatever new
normals emerge around
ways of working, the
jobs we do, and the
operatingmodels
around which we
organise, should be
based on important
principles – fairness,
openness and inclusion,

flexibility as well as security, transparency,

and the outcomes of wellbeing and
engagement.The constructs of good work
that embrace these principles and create
meaning and purpose as well as opportunity

for personal growth should be what drives

the jobs, tasks and roles that we create.
These are people-centred principles which

in turn sustain innovation, productivity
and the likelihood that people will stay and

give of their best – ie. the critical business
outcomes.With the recent significant
challenges in attracting and retaining
people across our workforces, as our latest
CIPDLabourMarket Outlook shows,
organisations are responding by upping the

focus on all these human aspects of work.
We need to sustain these even as wemove
into what may well become phases of cost
cutting, in light of downward economic
pressures and demand.
Work wasn’t working for toomany people

in the past.We have an opportunity and a
responsibility to build a new, fairer world
of work and that should be the goal of our
new normal. Our profession has the chance

to encourage and lead the charge, shaping
better work and working lives, and to be a
major force in drivingmore responsible and

sustainable organisations for the future.
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Businessesare increasingly
focusing

on themorehumanaspects
ofwork

inorder toovercomerecrui
tment

and retentionchallenges

Our assumptions about geopolitical stability

and the steadymarch of globalisation have

been greatly shaken by the war in the Ukraine

and the destabilising unpredictability of Putin’s

Russia. Our assumptions about economic
stability and low inflation that we had become

used to, or about labour market dynamics
have also been tested.We are seeing through

our own research and discussions with leaders

in our profession just howmuch adaptation

and innovation is happening. But the refrain

of ‘what is the new normal?’ keeps coming
up. It would be of comfort if we could look

ahead and predict a new ‘steady state’ that we

could all aim for, but that looks to bemore of a

mirage in such fast-changing circumstances.

It may be a cliché, but it’s true that the new

normal is one of unpredictability and
uncertainty – one that requires us to think

differently, have the courage to experiment and

try new things, to empower and trust people

more to innovate and adapt. Old systems of

command and control, of leaders who know

(or more accurately, thought they knew)
everything, and lots of rules and policies that

too often created cultures of disempowerment

and distrust, have to change.
It’s really encouraging to see more andmore

people thinking in newways. To lead from
principles and purpose, to acknowledge what

we don’t know and to connect with people

more so we can listen and learn collectively.

Trust has to work both ways, up and down

through the organisation, and it’s the ‘secret

sauce’ of true agility. Agility also comes from

opening up our minds, looking out and being

curious, and then being prepared to take some

risks, to experiment and learn and readjust if

things don’t work out as we expected.

We know that crises force us not only to adapt, but

ultimately to rethink our assumptions and beliefs
.

That’s why Churchill’s quote at the end of the

SecondWorldWar about not letting a good crisis

go to waste is still so often cited.We can’t just stand

still and hope it all goes away so that we can retur
n

to pre-existing norms.

p24
24 peoplemanagement.co.uk

The lifting of lockdown restrictions has heralded a battleground
betweenmany employers and their staff over workplace attendance.
But there are ways tomake hybrid work for everyone

Three-quarters of
organisation s have staff
who are unh appy about
going into th e office…
…but only half are doing something

about it

The new normal

WORDSKATIE JACOBS

24 peoplemanagement.co.uk
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{Flexibleworking}

Part-time
colleagues
not trusted
While remote and hybrid
working are nowmainstream
in a way no-one could
have imagined before the
pandemic, other forms of
flexibility have not benefited
nearly as much from the
overhaul businesses have
experienced during the last
two years.Working part-time
is one such arrangement;
a recent poll by Timewise
found half (48 per cent) of
workers would not trust a
part-time colleague with an
important or business critical
task. Similarly, 49 per cent
said they did not think it was
possible to have a senior-level
career on a part-time basis.
Despite this, Timewise

estimates there are some
750,000 part-time workers
– those working less than 30
hours a week – in senior and
business-critical roles in the
UK. “The public’s perception
of what roles can be worked
successfully less than five
full days a week is out of
kilter with what’s happening
all around the country,”
saysMelissa Jamieson, the
organisation’s chief executive.
To counter any

misconceptions, Timewise
last month released its tenth
and final ‘Power List’ of
senior professionals who
work on a part-time basis,
which includes numerous
HR and L&Dprofessionals
such asMichelleMatherson,
creative diversity partner at
the BBC, who works three
days per week.

{Inclusion&diversity}

Reportingwon’tfixdisability gap
‘Transparency’ is the new
buzzword around town. From
gender pay gaps to executive pay
gaps, employers are increasingly
being expected (if not always
required) to release corporate
responsibility data about their
workforces. But data isn’t a
panacea for equality problems
– as evidenced by the growing
calls for the an accompanying
narrative to bemade part of the gender
pay gap reporting requirements.Nor is all
data equally helpful, as expressed by the
BusinessDisability Forum in a recent report
arguing that neither employers nor disabled
employees believedmandatory disability
workforce reporting – reporting the
percentage of a workforce that is disabled –
would benefit outcomes for workers.
A large part of the reason, the report said,

is that there is no clear link between the
experiences of disabled employees within an
organisation and the percentage of disabled
employees reported. Employers reporting
a higher percentage of disabledworkers

are not always themost inclusive
towork for, creating the risk that
disability reporting could become a
misleading proxy for inclusivity.
“Our research shows that

mandatory disability data
reporting, as currently proposed,
will not help the government
achieve its aims or improve
employment opportunities for
disabled people,” says Angela

Matthews, head of policy at Business
Disability Forum. “In our research,
both employers and disabled employees
expressed concerns about the proposals.
Their experiences show that at present there
isn’t enough evidence to suggest that data
collected through amandatory reporting
systemwould be a reliable indicator of an
inclusive workplace,” she adds.
The report, which based its findings on

aworking group of 64 employers and 64
disabled people, also said disabled employees
often felt language including ‘must’ and
‘mandatory’ created a negative impression
of employing disabled people.
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Thismonthwe’ve learned...

“Disabilitydata
reportingwill
notimprove
opportunities
fordisabled
peopleatwork”

The big lesson

Dataalone isnot
a reliable indicat

or

of an inclusivewo
rkplace, accordi

ng

toBusinessDisa
bilityForumresearch
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As the cost of living crisis
continues to bite, a poll
has suggested two-thirds
of workers are relying on
borrowing to pay their
everyday bills, with around
half of them struggling with
repayments, a union has
warned. “Having worked
throughout, risking their
health and too often facing
abuse from customers,
many key workers are still
struggling in low-paid,

insecure employment and
now face a growing cost
of living crisis,” said
Paddy Lillis, general
secretary of the Union
of Shop, Distributive

and AlliedWorkers
(Usdaw), at its
annual conference
last month.

The survey

Anecdotally, everyone knows
someonewho has left a job
because of a badmanager,
but recent research has
revealed just howprevalent
it is. A poll of 2,100UK
employees, conducted by
Visier, found thatmore than
two in five (43 per cent)
workers have at some point in
their career left a job because
of theirmanager.The same
poll also found 53 per cent of
those currently considering
leaving their jobs were doing
so because of theirmanager.
“The business cost of bad

management is abundantly
clear,” says Anthony Painter,
policy director at the
CharteredManagement
Institute (CMI). Still, he says:
“Toomany employers simply
do not take this seriously
and harm their collective
performance and employee
wellbeing as a result”.
Goodmanagementwas a
professional skill that needed
both knowledge and practice,
says Painter.

{Recruitment}

Lackofstaffhitsothers
Employers aren’t the only
ones feeling the brunt of the
so-called ‘Great Resignation’;
almost two in fiveworkers
are reporting unmanageable
workloads as a result of
staff shortages, a survey by
Totaljobs has found.
TheTotaljobs andYouGov

poll of 2,000 employees,
conducted inApril, found
38 per cent of workers said
they could not copewith
their workload and that it was
affecting theirmental health,
withmore than three-quarters
(78 per cent) experiencing at
least one formof burnout.The

solution: almost half (46 per
cent) said hiring additional
staffwould help.
JonWilson, chief executive

of TotaljobsGroup, says
workers were starting to
“feel the pressure of empty
seats”, urging employers to
focus on shortening hire
times and supporting staff
whomight be taking on
extra work in the interim.
“This, combinedwith

the ongoing anxiety and
strain caused by the cost
of living crisis, means that
thewellbeing of workers
is a priority.”

Popping to the shops on
the way back from your
day at work could suddenly
become a lot easier, after
supermarket giant Tesco and
co-working space provider
IWG announced plans to put
shared office spaces inside one
of the retailer’s stores.
The pilot scheme will

see 3,800 sq ft of flexible
working space installed in
Tesco’s NewMalden store in
south-west London – enough
space for 12 private desks,
30 co-working spaces and
ameeting room.

The two firms said the
move was in response to
“really strong demand” for
office space in suburban
areas that tend to be closer
to home than city centres.
“People don’t want to

spend hours commuting
every day and instead want
to live and work in their local
communities,” saidMark
Dixon, founder and chief
executive of IWG.
If the scheme is successful,

it could be rolled out across
more of the retailer’s stores
around the country.

{Management& leadership}

Badbosses
causequits

of 6,500 workers, conducted
byUsdaw as part of its 2022
cost of living survey, found
67 per cent were now relying
on unsecured borrowing
to pay everyday bills, up
42 per cent in 2021.
On top of this, being

able to pay bills was now
cited as the main source of
concern for three-quarters
of respondents (76 per cent),
up from 41 per cent just a
year earlier.This was followed
by clearing debt, which was
cited by almost half (47 per
cent) of respondents, up
from 33 per cent in 2021.
Separate research from the

TUChas also suggested low
paid and insecure work could
be costing the taxpayer £10bn
a year through a combination
of lost tax receipts and higher
welfare costs.

{Financial wellbeing}

Two-thirdsborrowing
moneytopaybills

{Flexibleworking}

“Salesmeeting
inaisleseven”

Workers inNewM
aldenwill be

able tocombine
aday in theoffice

with theirweekly
groceryshop
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”Without
legislationwe
areleftwith
uncertainty
andalack
ofclarity”

News& analysis

T
his year’s Queen’s speech
was unique in a couple of
ways – it marked the first
time in her 70-year reign that
the Queen herself did not
attend the event, and it was

the first time HRHThe Prince of
Wales had stood in for such a major
official engagement. In other ways,
however, it felt a bit like Groundhog
Day; for the second year in a row,
those hoping for news of a long-

awaited employment bill were left
disappointed and empty handed.
An employment bill was first

promised by the
Conservatives in their
2019 election manifesto,
and was to be the
culmination of years of
work on modernising and
consolidating workers’
rights for the 21st century.
If and when it does arrive,

the bill is expected to expand rights
to flexible working arrangements;
strengthen legal protection of

pregnant employees and those
on maternity leave; introduce
obligations on employers to
prevent sexual harassment;
give workers the right to
request stable contracts; and
create a single enforcement
body to protect workers’
rights, among other things.

Queen’sspeech2022:

whereisthe
employmentbill?
Themuch-anticipated legislation on improvedworkers’ rights
was conspicuous by its absence for the second year running

WORDS YOANACHOLTEEVA
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“Concerns have been identified,
suggestions made, consultations
undertaken, but without legislation
we are left with uncertainty and a lack
of clarity,” says Simon Kerr-Davis,
employment counsel at Linklaters.
In some areas – for example,
flexible working – legislation is
already falling behind employer
best practice, and Kerr-Davis adds
that many businesses are already
reviewing their flexible working
offering and building their
own approaches to improving
inclusion and diversity
that go beyond the current
regulations. But, he says: “If
protections are to be clear,
consistent and available to all,
relying on employers to take
action will leave some employees
protected while others are not. Only
legislation can offer the certainty
so important to the employment
relationship.”

This was echoed by Ben Willmott,
head of policy at the CIPD, who says
the decision not to create a single
enforcement body was a “missed
opportunity”, particularly at a
time when low-paid and vulnerable
workers are facing mounting financial
pressure. “The recent sacking of
workers, without notice, by P&O
Ferries shows that much more needs
to be done to ensure unscrupulous
employers cannot ignore their
legal responsibilities and undercut
employment standards in the UK,”
he says. “Both the state-based system
of enforcement and the individual
route via employment tribunals have
significant weaknesses which mean
that too many people face unfair

Despite the absence of an employment
bill, there were still proposals HR needs
to be aware of:

• The Levelling Up and Regeneration bill
could give businesses the opportunity
to participate in and deliver on the
government’s levelling up agenda

• Promises to reform EU business rules still
in force in the UK could lead to changes
to, or the removal of, existing EU-derived
employment protections

• Plans for enforcing a minimum wage for
seafarers in UK waters could see ferries
that don’t pay their workers the equivalent

to minimum wage banned from docking
at UK ports

• In the run-up to the the Queen’s speech,
the government said it would widen the
ban on exclusivity clauses to give more
low-paid workers the opportunity to work
multiple jobs if they wish

Whatwas included in theQueen’s speech?

treatment without recourse to justice
or compensation,” Willmott adds.

Another policy many were
hopeful would be included in
an employment bill was the

introduction of statutory carers’
leave. This, alongside expanding
the right to flexible working, would
“make a huge difference to the lives
of many”, says Carole Easton, chief
executive at the Centre for Ageing
Better. “It is truly shocking that
the Queen’s speech has once again
failed to include any provisions for
carers’ leave or flexible working for
all employees from day one [as] they
could have a profound impact on the
ability of people to remain in work
for longer,” she says.

There were some potentially
positive take-homes for businesses
in the speech. For some, the

introduction of the Levelling Up
and Regeneration bill is a step in
the right direction when it comes to
closing some of the UK’s inequality
gaps. “It gives parliament the
opportunity to ensure that businesses
are involved in helping deliver
on the levelling up agenda,” says
Amanda Mackenzie, chief executive
of Business in the Community. But,
widespread support from the private
sector will be essential for this bill’s
success, she adds.

In other areas, ambiguity
still reigns – not least in the
government’s plans for post-Brexit
changes to business rules. The
proposed Brexit Freedoms bill,

intended to allow laws inherited
from the European Union to be easily
amended, could facilitate the removal
of existing EU-derived employment
protections, warns Chris Thompson,
partner at Gateley Legal, who also
noted the speech talked about
repealing and reforming regulation
on businesses. “What does seem
certain is that there is a huge amount
of employment legislation waiting
in the wings which when it is finally
implemented may overrun busy HR
departments,” he says.

Despite the delay to the
employment bill, Willmott is
hopeful there is still time for it to
be introduced in this parliament.
“We hope the government’s newly
announced review into the future of
work highlights why the measures
in the bill are so important and are
integral to a shift to a high-skill,
high-wage economy, characterised
by better quality jobs, and higher
employment standard,” he says.

peoplemanagement.co.uk 9
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T
he CIPD Festival ofWork is
back for another year and leaning
into all the benefits of the hybrid
world with a blended event
featuring a host of in-person

and online expert masterclasses, skill
sessions and HR discussion.
Running on 15 and 16 June, this

year’s event will offer attendees more
than 20 hours of online content,
and conference discussion will
cover topics including learning
technologies, building an inclusive
organisational culture, and hybrid
and flexible working.
In the last year, HR professionals

have not just had to get to grips with a
post-Covid labour market, but one that
is impacted by the consequences of war
in Ukraine, rocketing energy prices,
inflation and supply chain bottlenecks, to
name a few hurdles.TheFestival will open
by considering these shifts in the world
of business with a keynote address
from Paul Johnson CBE,
director of the Institute
for Fiscal Studies.
The programmed sessions

over the two days include
three streams of learning:
leadership, which explores
driving people strategy

This year’s event will be held both in person at
London’s Olympia and online, offering insight
into unlocking the power of your people

during an era of change; engagement,
which covers creating inclusive cultures;
and L&D, which looks at making
lifelong learning part of organisations’
DNA. During these sessions, more
than 80 speakers – all thought leaders
and practitioners ahead of the curve –
will be speaking, including panellists
from LEGO, Johns Hopkins Aramco
Healthcare and Transport for London.
A notable address will come from

Dr Ayesha Khanna, co-founder and
CEO of ADDOAI, who will discuss
how firms can amplify human potential

in the fourth industrial
revolution, a world where
AI, robotics, AR/VR,
quantum computing and gene
editing are among the suite
of technologies disrupting
every industry.
The second day will open

with a thought-provoking

“Sessions
overthetwo
daysinclude
streamsonL&D,
leadershipand
engagement”10 peoplemanagement.co.uk

Introducing thehybridage:
welcomebackto the
CIPDFestivalofWork
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keynote panel on how the people
profession can be empowered to drive
positive change in the face of a climate
emergency withMay Al-Karooni,
founder and CEO of Globechain,
Charlotte Harrington, co-CEO of Belu
and Valerie Keller, co-founder and co-
chair of Imagine and an associate fellow
at University of Oxford Saïd Business
School. And learning how to fail will
be on the agenda during the closing
keynote, delivered by award-winning
journalist, author and broadcaster
Elizabeth Day. As per the title of her
renowned podcast and bookHow To
Fail, she will discuss how our reaction
to defeat and disorder defines us.
And exploring the exhibition floor

at London’s Olympia, delegates will
have plentiful opportunities to attend
free learning sessions, explore the
exhibition stands and enjoy interactive
experiences.TheWellbeing Village P
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TheFestival ofWork
makesawelcome
return toOlympia
London this year

CIPDchief executive
PeterCheesewill open
theproceedingson
Wednesdaymorning

Delegatesare invited to
enjoyandshare theexhibits
andevents–bothonline
andat thevenue

DON’T MISS
PaulJohnsonCBE
15June– 10am
Johnson is amember of
theCommitteeonClimate
Changeanddirector of the

Institute for Fiscal Studies, an organisation
that is considered the leading independent
economic researchandanalysis
organisation in the country. In his opening
keynote for the conference, hewill be
addressing themultitudeof challenges
businesses face, frompost-Brexit and
the shift towards a greeneconomy, to the
war inUkraine.

DrAyeshaKhanna
15June–4.10pm
OneofAsia’s leading
female entrepreneurs,
Khanna is anAI expert and

hasworkedwithSMRT, Singapore’s largest
public transport company, SmartDubai
which transforms thecity’s governance
and servicedelivery, andUShospital
networkMercy. In her closing keynote
ondayone, Khannawill look at how
revolutionary technologies can reshape
thecorporateworld and labourmarkets.

MayAl-Karooni
16June– 10am
Al-Karooni founded
Globechain in 2015,
the largest ESG reuse

marketplace that connects enterprises
to non-profits andSMEs. Todate, her
companyhasdiverted9million kg from
landfill andprovided savings of £6m to
charitable causes. She’ll bebringing her
wisdomonsustainable business to the
keynotepanel onday two, discussing a
more inclusive and sustainable future.

ElizabethDay
16June–4.10pm
Understandingwhat you
can’t control hasbeena
focusofDay’s podcast

andbookHowToFail. Shewill be imparting
her knowledgeduring theclosing keynote
address. A key tenet of past speecheshas
been thatweall learnmore at ourmost
vulnerable timesand so should embrace
the unstructuredparts of life.

will offer talks and advice on all
aspects of mental and physical health,
downtime with some furry friends
and space for meditation.
Returning after its popularity at

the CIPD Annual Conference and
Exhibition inManchester at the end
of last year, the People Library will be
available for attendees to hear first-
hand experiences from their peers.
Meanwhile, those curious to transport
themselves into the office of the future
can take a stroll throughMesmerise’s
VR workspace environments such as
the ‘Boardroom’ for staff meetings,
the ‘Theatre’ for content delivery and
learning and development, or the
breakout room in ‘Hong Kong’ at dusk.
Conference tickets will also provide

on-demand access after the event
through an easy-to-use virtual platform.
✶ For more information and to book your tickets,
visit festivalofwork.com
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D
uring the pandemic, the people
profession stepped up and was
recognised for its invaluable
contribution like never before,
as those organisations that

didn’t already began to realise the
profession’s pivotal role in ensuring the
smooth, safe and efficient running of
any business. And arguably no
segment of the profession stepped up
more than NHSHR and OD
practitioners, who rose to the
unprecedented challenges that
Covid-19 brought and took on
everything from setting up
redeployment and wellbeing hubs for
their workforces, to serving hot meals
to frontline staff and supporting
patients and their families.

raised profile, improved confidence
and upgraded capabilities as the two
organisations commit to working
together over the next five years in

Thenewpartnershipaims t
ocreate

a truly inclusiveworkplace
and

provide improvedcareerpr
ogression

andwellbeingsupport fora
llNHSstaff

“With
16,000 people, we

have a big voice in the future of the
profession. Working with the CIPD amplifies

our voice, not just across the NHS but
internationally. We want to be part of shaping

what our profession needs.”
RoujinGhamsari, deputy

directorofpeople–professional
development,NHSEnglandand

NHSImprovement

Onwardsandupwards forNHSHR&OD
AfterNHS people professionals were called upon like never before duringCovid, an exciting
new partnership promises to offer better career pathways and align professional standards

And now, thanks to a new
partnership recently signed by
the CIPD and NHS England and
NHS Improvement – and launched
on International HR Day (20
May) – the 16,000 NHS HR, OD
and L&D professionals across
England will benefit from a further

“The
NHS is built on

professionalism.Thispartnership
demonstrates its real commitment to

extend this to itsHRandOD function. The
NHSwill becomeaplace that people
professionalswant tobepart of.”
AdamStanbury, head of
employer solutions at

the CIPD



“The partnership
with the CIPDmeans we’ll have

access to the right tools, the latest
legal advice and a wider range of training
and qualifications. I’ll be able to develop
within my role, learn about other aspects
of HR, and network with colleagues

across the NHS.”
Sukhi Kumar, senior HR advisor,

Lewisham&Greenwich
NHSTrust

● provide growth and credibility;
● explore the use of technology to
enhance wellbeing at work;

● help with strategic workforce
planning;

● collaborate on key research; and
● influence policy and inform the
wider profession.

✶ For more information about the partnership and what
it means for NHS organisations, trusts and people teams,
visit cipd.co.uk/nhs

order to ensure
the health service’s

people profession can
play its critical part in

delivering the vision, as set out in
the NHS People Plan and the 10-year
roadmap for change outlined in the
new Future of NHSHR and OD report.
The NHS knows its people are its

asset, and working in one of the most
challenging environments.This
partnership signals its commitment
to helping them bring their best
to their jobs, feel they belong,
and encounter a supportive and
engaging workplace.
Among many other plans,

as part of the agreement,
the two organisations aim to:
● create future-proofed HR, OD
and L&D development journeys;

● align professional standards
across the NHS;

● recognise good practice;

“During the
last two years, our HR and OD

people have contributed in many ways, far
beyond the normal expectations of their profession.

Our partnership with the CIPD is challenging us to look longer
term, to shape leading-edge thinking, and to create systems for

research and evidence-based practice, so we can put NHS people
and our patients at the heart of our development.”
Thomas Simons, chief HR &OD officer,
NHS England and NHS Improvement

“We’ll
work with people

professionals on the
operational challenges – recruitment,

resourcing and retention. Just as important,
we’ll equip them to engage everyone – from a
top consultant to a first line supervisor – to play
their part in encouraging others, developing their

teams and supporting a culture that
is truly inclusive.”

Peter Cheese, chief executive
of the CIPD



People success
is business success
Put your people first. Move your

business forward.

Performance | Goals | Engagement | Development | Insights

Start your journey
www.lattice.com/people-first



The EHRC has refused to add the condition to those covered by the Equality Act

LongCovid in numbers
According to ONS figures, as of the
beginning of April this year, 2.8 per cent
of the UK population (1.8 million people)
are experiencing long Covid.
Of those, two-thirds (67 per cent, equal

to 1.2 million people) said their symptoms
affect their day-to-day activities. Nearly

one in five (19 per cent or 346,000 people)
said they had been limited “a lot”.
Incidence of long Covid was the highest

among those people aged 35 to 49, those
living in deprived areas, those working
in social care and those with activity-
affected ill health or a disability.

News& analysis
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Peopleexperiencing longCovidhave

struggled to return towork.Employers

should takenote that case law isbeing

established in this complicatedarea

A
lmost as soon as reports started to
emerge that some individuals were
suffering from symptoms caused
byCovid-19 for weeks or even
months after the virus had passed,

there were calls for what has become
known as ‘longCovid’ to be recognised as
a disability.TheOffice forNational
Statistics (ONS) recently estimated that
2.8 per cent of theUK’s population has
been suffering fromCovid symptoms
– ranging from a high temperature and loss
of taste to fatigue and brain fog – that have
persisted for four ormoreweeks.
Campaign groups and those

experiencing longCovid reactedwith
unease when the Equality andHuman
RightsCommission (EHRC) said earlier
thismonth that because longCovidwas
not listed by name as a disability under the
Equality Act, thewatchdog “cannot say
that all cases” would fall under the
definition.While the condition can still
be classed as a disability in cases where it
has a “substantial and long-term adverse
effect” on an individual’s day-to-day

activities, the EHRCsaid: “Thiswill be
determined by the employment tribunal
or court considering any claim of
disability discrimination.”
A number of organisations have reacted

to the statement, including charity Long
Covid Support which, in an open letter to
the EHRC, described it as “ill-informed
and inaccurate”. And there is further cause
for concern: a TUC survey last year found
that half of respondents livingwith long
Covid had experienced discrimination at
work. LesleyMacniven, chair of long
Covid Support’s employment advocacy

LongCovid:disabilityornot?

group, warned that case lawwas already
being established by affectedworkers who
were taking employers to tribunal.
In its statement, the EHRC recommends

that, to avoid “inadvertent discrimination”,
employers should consider providing
support and access to flexible working
based on individual circumstances.This
was echoed byAlan Lewis, partner
at Constantine Law: “If it appears the
conditionmay fall within the ‘disability’
definition, employers should consider
what, if any, reasonable adjustments they
canmake to work arrangements.”
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

A
n accounts executive was sexually
harassed and constructively unfairly
dismissedwhen her linemanagermade
sexual advances towards her on awork

trip and constantly referred to her as a “good
girl”, aWatford tribunal ruled.
The tribunal foundMs Frances Fricker

was working in a “laddish and probably
toxic” culture andwas subjected to sexual
advances by her boss who, when rebuffed,
“took revenge” and tried to cover his tracks
with a performance review. It concluded
thatHR’s response to her complaints were
“primitive”, and that Fricker was treated less
favourably because of her rejection of the
harassment. It noted that while witnesses had
described Fricker’s linemanager’s behaviour
as “banter”, this was not the case.
Further claims of victimisation and

discriminationwere not upheld.
Fricker started her employment as an

accounts executive withGartnerUKon
1 September 2017.The tribunal heard that in
February 2018, her linemanager,MrAjroldi,
started to refer to her as a “good girl!” in
WhatsAppmessages.Then, inAugust, Fricker
had an overnight stay for work andAjroldi
“insisted” on comingwith her.The tribunal
accepted her evidence that he tried tomake
sexual advances towards her in her hotel
room,which included attempts to kiss and

touch her. Fricker claims she said in very clear
terms that his behaviour needed to stop.
Ajroldi’s relationshipwith Fricker then

changed towhat she described as “very
aggressive”. She claimed he also “soured”
relationships between her and other senior
colleagues and, on 24 September, Ajroldi told
Fricker hewas implementing a performance
improvement plan by issuing a call to action
(CTA) letter. Fricker said this came “out
of the blue.” Shewas taken offCTAon
29October as there had been a “significant
improvement” in her performance.
Fricker raised a grievance on 30October,

but the tribunal found it was not “promptly
investigated”.HRdenied Fricker’s request
to have a colleague present at the hearing,
citing confidentiality concerns.The tribunal
said this was a “wrong choicemade by a
seniorHRpractitioner” andwas intended to
“deliberately put [Fricker] at a disadvantage”.
Fricker’s complaints were upheld, but the

hearing concluded that Fricker reciprocated
Ajroldi’s advances and that neither of their
behaviourwas acceptable. She appealed as the
outcome did not acknowledge the harassment
after February; however the subsequent
investigation did not find in her favour.
The tribunal heard that Fricker resigned on

15October 2019 citing sexual harassment,
continued bullying and victimisation.

Accountsexecutivecalled ‘goodgirl’by
bosswasvictimofsexualharassment

A teacher was a victim of
harassment related to sex after
she was forced to express breast
milk in the toilets of the school
where she worked or in her car,
the Hull tribunal ruled.
Employment Judge Miller

concluded that Mirfield Free
Grammar (MFG) School’s
conduct had the effect of
“creating a degrading or
humiliating environment”
after hearing that the claimant,

Ms TMellor, found it “unhygienic
and disgusting to have to express
in the toilets, which were often
dirty” and that she had “no
other choice” than to use her
car or the bathrooms despite
havingmade the school aware
on numerous occasions she
needed somewhere suitable.
Paul Kelly, head of

employment law at Blacks
Solicitors, said the case
highlights the need for

employers to give genuine
consideration to the needs
of new parents.
“Employers need to engage

with breastfeeding staff to
discuss what their requirements
are as a failure to do so could
open employers up to claims of
harassment,” he warned, advising
firms to introduce provisions
to ensure women who need to
expressmilk have arrangements
to do so in privacy.

Did youknow thatCIPDmem
bers haveexclusive access t

o

theEmploymentLawatWor
kService and legal helplines

?

cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/e
mployment-law

For employment lawadvice and
resources, visithr-inform.co.uk

Judge findsHR’s approach to claimant’s disclosure was ‘primitive’

Teachermadetobreastfeedintoiletwasvictimofharassment

Employeewhodid
notgotoworkdueto
Covidconcernswas
fairlydismissed
Anemployeewho refused to return to
workoverCovid concernswas fairly
dismissed, theemployment appeal
tribunal (EAT) has ruled, in oneof
its first considerationsof aCovid-
relateddismissal.
TheLondonEATheard thatMrD

Rodgerswas self-isolating at the start
of thepandemicand told his employer,
LeedsLaserCutting, that hewouldnot
becomingback toworkuntil lockdown
eased.Rodgersdevelopedacough
on25March,whichhe saidwasdue
todust, and leftwork at anormal time
on27March. Twodays later he sent an
email to his linemanager saying that
hehad “noalternativebut to stayoff
workuntil the lockdownhaseased”,
explaining hehadavulnerable child
with sickle cell anaemia, aswell as a
seven-month-oldbaby.
Hehadno further contactwith

thebusiness until 24April, whenhe
contacted them to sayhehadbeen
“sacked for self-isolating”. He received
hisP45on26April andLeedsLaser
Cutting accepted the receipt of the
P45constitutedadismissal.
JudgeJamesTayler noted that

whileRodgers hadgenuineconcerns
about thepandemicand the safety of
his children, this did notmeanhehada
genuinebelief that therewere serious
and imminent circumstancesof
danger that preventedhim returning to
work. The ruling alsonoted that Leeds
LaserCutting had taken steps toavert
thedanger of infection in itsworkplace
andRodgers “could reasonably have
taken steps toavoid thedangers” by
following thosemeasures.
YvonneGallagher, partner at

Harbottle&Lewis, said: “Themere
assertionof a belief of dangerby
anemployeewill not be sufficient
to create liability on thepart of an
employer that has taken reasonable
steps to complywithCovid guidance.”
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I
am a trans woman and proud.
Duringmy career, I have spent
many years as an employee,
including at law firms and the
Bank of England. Currently,

I’m themanaging partner of
a City law firm. I’m not anHR
professional, so I speak only
frommy own experience.
These days you can’t turn on the

news without running into a debate
about trans rights.This subject
includes a lot of viewpoints that are
often strongly held. Aminefield
for employers, somemight say.
However, I disagree.The key to
getting it right is quite simple.
But why should businesses want

to better support trans workers?
Because it’s the right thing to do.
Everyone should be able to bring
their whole selves to work, be treated
with respect, and feel included.
If trans people are excluded in a
workplace, there is a good chance
others will feel the same.
Although the business world

has stepped up its commitment to
inclusion, there is still someway to
go. People sometimes struggle to
engage with trans co-workers for fear
of causing offence. Inmy opinion, there’s
no such thing as the ‘right’ vocabulary.
It’s important for employers to treat trans
colleagues as individuals, entitled to the
same respect and dignity as anyone else.
Thismeans not agonising over which
words to use, but asking trans colleagues
what they’re comfortable with.However,
different individuals may give different
answers.Withmy own transition
while I was at the Bank of England,
the security guards affectionately
referred tome as ‘theNewLady of
Threadneedle Street’, which I loved;
it showed how they always looked after

mewith courtesy and respect.
To bemore inclusive and

supportive, employers also need
to understand the barriers that
transgender people face. Looking
back atmy own transition,
the hardest thing was not the change
of gender, but the change of identity.
I’m convinced no-one really cared
what gender I was.The tricky part for
my colleagues was adjusting tome as a
different person, with a different name
and pronouns. In the sameway, I found
it hard to adjust; I had to grow intomy
new identity over time andmy colleagues

came on that journey withme.
It boils down to culture,

for businesses to better
include transgender workers
andmake them feel they
belong and are fully accepted.
There needs to be zero
tolerance of discrimination
against transgender people
(or anyone else) and robust,
disciplinary means of dealing
with it. Employers should
protect the rights of people
of all gender identities.They
also need to think about
exclusionary cultures and
anymore subtle forms of
discrimination that can occur.
Trans-inclusive policies are

a good way to set the playing
field.These help to signal a
workplace as trans-inclusive;
however, policies on their own
cannot be the full picture.
Having policies but not
implementing the inclusion
of trans people into the
culture is a question of
deeds not words.
My tips for employers

to include and support
transgender employees
are to have trans-inclusive
policies; demystify
trans issues by having a
trans speaker share their
experiences; provide

gender-neutral bathroom options;
let people specify their pronouns,
but never insist; and talk to anyone
transitioning to identify their specific
needs. When people feel totally
authentic in themselves and included
in their organisations, they can achieve
their full potential. Transgender
employees are no exception.

PARTNERATTOWNLEGAL
ANDMEMBEROFFREEHOLD

I’ ll tell you something…

CLAREFIELDING
This is how businesses can better include transgenderworkers

Employersmust
ensure theyare

supportiveand in
clusiveof all

employees,whoe
ver theyare

“Everyone
shouldbe
abletobring
theirwhole
selvestowork”

Comment
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reduced its number of offices.Mackenzie
explains that, prior to the transformation,
everyonewas office basedwith no hybrid
working, so the sense of community was
[localised] within a team and in the office.
Thenewplatform “supports the sense
that colleagues knowwhat’s going on in
the organisation and feel that sense of
community,” Storm says.

Saga received the ‘BestNewcomer’
award fromWorkplace inNovember
2020, but it has also used the platform to
track engagement since its introduction:
98 per cent of staff accounts have been

activated and, inApril 2022, 95
per cent of users were still active.
Saga has also used a quarterly
attitude survey to check inwith
staff. InDecember 2019, Saga’s
engagement score was around
6.5 out of 10 but, byOctober
2021, it had jumped to 7.7.
Participation also leapt from75
per cent tomore than 90 per cent
during the same time period.

The company has also concentrated its
efforts on inclusion and diversity, from
listening groups across the business to
creating an age diversity strategy: the
latter of which included the introduction
of grandparents’ leave, under which staff

thewider company. As theHR teamput
its plans into action, the country faced the
first wave of the pandemic, but this scarcely
phased them: theywere “taking charge
in the pandemic”, according toRoisin
Mackenzie, people director for culture and
engagement. “Wewere saying ‘we need to
do this’ andwewere relied on, and given
the freedom to do our own thing.”

One significant changewasHR’s
approach to company culture and
engagement, specifically through
the introduction of digital platform
Workplace, which provides a “continuous
listening strategy”, according
to Storm. “Wewere having
the ‘watercooler’moments,
but weweren’t standing
around thewatercooler
perfectly informed,” she
explains. “But nowwe use this
technology to get a different
level of conversation out there.”

Mackenzie adds that the
platform offers a “virtual
sense of community”. It workedwithin
themove to hybridworking too: another
pillar of theHR team’s transformation.
‘Working at Saga’, the company’s hybrid
working policy, was introduced after
a property rationalisation programme

Witha profitwarning and rock-bottom engagement scores before the
pandemic hit, the over-50s’ services firmmanaged to turn things around

“Wewerealreadyina
crisisgoingintothecrisis”

In practice
RealReal organisations,organisations, realreal challengeschallenges

Saga

I
f you get it right for colleagues, then
you get it right for customers,” says
Jane Storm, chief people officer at
Saga, summarising her organisation’s
approach to its people activities. Saga
works to put its employees at the heart

of the business, and has worked hard
in recent years to transform its people
strategy amid the coronavirus pandemic
and a company-wide turnaround.

When Storm joined the company in
2019, it was in “a crisis going into the
crisis”.The business –which offers a range
of products and services targeted at the
over-50s –was facing plummeting profits
and employee engagement had dropped, so
the goal for Storm and herHR teamwas
transformation. “When a business starts
to get into challenging times, the attention
can easily be drawn away from colleagues,”
she says, using the analogy of decorating a
house: “If you don’t keep painting it and
don’t invest in it, things start to fade.”

During her firstmonth in the job, she
spoke to 30 people as part of an initial
listening exercise, none of whomwere able
to describe the company values or strategy.
The solution to dwindlingmetrics and lack
of cohesionwas a transformative people
strategy, which Saga launched in February
2020, alongside turnaroundworkwithin

“Inchallenging
times,the
attentioncan
easilybedrawn
awayfrom
colleagues”



Chief people officer JaneStorm
believes engagingwith staff and
putting their needs first has been
central to Saga’s transformation

receive a full week of paid leave upon
the birth of a grandchild.This initiative
alone saw Saga receive 36million
social impressions off the back of the
announcement. But despite the response,
the policy represents just one facet of the
company’s approach to reward as part of its
people strategy transformation. “We had
to catch upwith colleagues’ expectations
around hygiene factors like enhancing
maternity and paternity leave and bringing
in a pregnancy loss policy,”Mackenzie
explains.The company also removed
all eligibility criteria for family-friendly
policies, and equalised all holidays to 25
days, with the ability to purchase extra.

So, with a total top-to-bottom
transformation, how could the team
achieve all this in only two years? It wasn’t
easy, and everything in their approach
has been “choreographed and deliberate”,
according to Storm. “When you’re in an
organisation that doesn’t have the luxury
of a huge budget, you’re asking ‘how do
Imake every hour and everyminute
count?’.”The answerwas to treat every
policy like an event, from its launch to
tracking its success. “For us, it’s about how
we create experiences for colleagues that
surprise and delight,” Storm says.Other
examples include its ‘Staying In’ campaign
during lockdown, which included speaker
sessions, virtual events and a quiz night,
as well as ‘MindsMatter’, throughwhich
Saga looked at fitness, cyber andmental
health support for employees.

Coming out of the pandemic, Saga’s
HR team is now looking towards future
transformation, dubbed ‘Strategy 2.0’.
Introduced in February this year, the new
five-year plan looks at “radical flexibility,
holistic wellbeing and personal growth”,
Storm explains: “It’s so easy to stay with
a strategy that’s working, but howdo you
pause a strategy that’s been successful and
be confident enough to rephrase that for
the next three to five years?”

She adds: “What’s so exciting is that
theHR function has raised its game.
Our differentiator is our approachwith
Strategy 2.0 and thewaywe do that
through our exceptional experiences.”
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In practice

because they don’t knowwhat transferable
skills they have that could be put to good
use in other areas,” explains Britton. “This
is for them to get inside the organisation
and understand the bigger picture.”
What began as a scheme to “dangle

a bit of a carrot”, as Britton puts it,
and encourage staff to gain exposure
beyond their own corner of NHSBSA
ended up delivering astonishing results,
surpassing even the expectations of the
team that set it up. Half of those who
have undertaken a pathway so far have
achieved a promotion –many of those
before their six-month placement was
even over. “Not once did we ever think
that 50 or 60 per cent of all our people
on a pathway who hadn’t even finished
it yet would get a job,” says Britton.
You’d be led to think that such

successful rates of internal promotions
just create other recruitment issues for
the business as it looks to backfill, but
Britton is adamant this is a good problem
to have. “Everybody thinks attrition is
negative because you lose people,” she
says. “But this is positive attrition – yes
we’re losing people, but they’re staying
within the business. You just have to be
thankful that you can actually keep good
talent.” In fact, theCareer Pathways
initiative has saved the business money
in the long term – a bonus for any public
sector organisation – through reduced
external recruitment costs.

T
he Covid pandemic was
definitely – and rightly – not
short of appreciation for frontline
NHSworkers. Amongmany
other initiatives big and small,
wemade sure they got to the

front of the supermarket queue when
panic buying was rife and shelves were
increasingly bare; donated food and
snack parcels in our thousands to get
them through challengingmonths;
and showed our appreciation by clapping
for them on our doorsteps every
Thursday evening for weeks.
But behind the scenes is another army

of workers, less well-known but no less
important to the running of
the health service.The
NHSBusiness Services
Authority (NHSBSA) – an
arms-length body of the
Department forHealth and
Social Care, headquartered
inNewcastle-upon-Tyne with
a workforce of almost 4,000
– looks after a wide range
of critical central functions
toNHS organisations,
contractors, patients and the public,
including pensions, electronic staff
records, prescriptions, dental claims and
treatment cost exemptions.
With such a wide range of functions

and therefore staff on its payroll;
heavily reliant on the young, temporary

workforce that comes with being
headquartered in a city with a thriving
university scene; andwith some roles,
especially those in digital and technology
fields, being labelled as ‘hard to fill’
and dependent on expensive external
recruitment in order to hire into them,
NHSBSA realised it needed a new
approach. “We realised we needed to be
makingmore of the employee driver to
develop internal talent,” explains service
deliverymanager Susan Britton. “If we
could set up some kind of work experience
and give people qualifications on the job,
we’d be able to give our own people those
opportunities, rather than needing to

recruit externally.”
And so theCareer Pathways

scheme came into being.
Following identification
of a suitable opportunity on
the initiative’s dedicated
internal site and a
successful application and
interview process, it allows
staff from theCitizen Services
area of the organisation to
spend up to two days a week

for approximately sixmonths working
with a different area of the business in
order to learn about other functions and
share knowledge and learning. Currently,
13 pathways (with staggered start dates
across the year) are each able to take two
people. “A lot of people don’t progress

What started as a small initiative to give staff experience of different
departments ended up being rolled out across the organisation

“Peoplethinkanyattrition
isnegative–but it’snot”

NHSBusinessServicesAuthority

“Ournewcareer
pathwaysare
helpingstaff
tofindoutwhat
goesonoutside
theirbubble”



NHSBSA’s ability tomove people
so freely around the organisation for
different opportunities comes in part from
its foresight to be “ahead of the game” and
go remote-first long before Covid reared
its head. “We got all the leads together
and asked ‘can you do this remotely?’,
encouraging them to think about how
we couldmake it happen,” Britton says.
The result of this forward thinkingmeant
the schemewas fully remote sixmonths
prior to the pandemic, and things such as
employee development and “nice to haves”
didn’t have to stop as they did in other
businesses, she says. Nomatter where
staff are based in the country, Britton
explains, everyone is afforded the same
opportunities. “So if I was based in
Wakefield, and I really wanted to work
with the customer resolutions team in
Newcastle, I can still do that.”
Keen tomaintain the flow of talent

through its ranks, as well as improve social
mobility on its doorsteps, the organisation
is also investing in showcasing its array
of career opportunities to local young
people; it currently takes on between
five and 10 customer service apprentices
a year in its call handling team (whom
theCareer Pathways scheme is also open
to), and also regularly goes out to careers
events at local schools to highlight the
range of opportunities on offer.
So successful has the scheme been that

it’s helpedNHSBSA be listed top of the
BestNot-For-Profit Companies to work
for in theUK in 2022.The organisation
is now triallingCareer Pathways in other
areas outside Citizen Services, and Britton
has spent eightmonths working to create
more “corridors” between departments,
throughwhich different teams can send
and receive people to develop and upskill,
and inmany cases, employ. “Leaders in the
organisation have recognised the work of
the schemewithinCitizen Services and
the corporate talent team are working to
roll it outmuchwider,” explains Britton.
“There’s the potential to have 100 ormore
people every year on pathways in future –
so everybody benefits.”

SusanBritton says the results of
theCareer Pathways initiative
havebeenpositive for both
staffprogression and cost savings
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The lifting of lockdown restrictions has heralded a battlegroundbetweenmany employers and their staff over workplace attendance.But there are ways tomake hybrid work for everyone
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O n 24 February,
lockdown restrictions
were lifted in England,
ending the legal
requirement for self-

isolation, routine contact tracing and
government self-isolation support
payments. “It is time to get our
confidence back,” prime minister
Boris Johnson said at the time. “Let
us learn to live with this virus…
without restricting our freedoms.”

Since then pubs, restaurants, shops
and gyms have been buzzing – yet
many offices remain ghost towns,
particularly on Mondays and Fridays.
It’s started a raging culture war over
home versus office working. On the
one side: cabinet minister Jacob
Rees-Mogg ordering civil servants
back to the office; Goldman Sachs
CEO David Solomons calling remote
working “an aberration”;
and entrepreneur Lord Alan
Sugar angrily tweeting that
working from home is “a
total joke”. On the other:
Airbnb announcing staff are
free to work from wherever
they like (causing 800,000
people to immediately visit
its job vacancies page);
Twitter saying its people
can work from home “forever”;
and Deloitte ditching more than a
third of its London office space and
making hybrid working permanent.

While many of the arguments
presented in the media for or against
remote working are binary, most
organisations are taking a more
nuanced approach. Whether driven
by a genuine desire to change ways
of working, the need to save on real
estate costs or employee expectations
in a tight labour market, hybrid
working – some time spent at home,
some in the office or at a workplace
– appears to be the answer for most
businesses that have staff who can
work from home (more than half
of UK workers can’t due to the
nature of their roles). According to
a recent survey from the Chartered
Management Institute, 80 per cent
of managers said their organisation
had adopted hybrid working since
the pandemic.
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There’s no shortage of commentary
around the desirability (or otherwise)
of hybrid working…

HYBRIDINTHE
HEADLINES

A
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N
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The new normal

Airbnbhassaid its staffare
allowed towork fromanywhere
–whichcould includeamore
quirkystyleof remoteoffice

‘Airbnb CEO: The office is
‘anachronistic’ and from a
‘pre-digital age’’ (Business Insider)
Airbnb recently announced all staff are
allowed to work from anywhere, and
CEO Brian Chesky is doubling down.
“I think the office as we know it is over,”
he told an interviewer. “We can’t try to
hold on to 2019 any more than 1950.
We have to move forward.”

‘It’s time to admit that hybrid is not
working’ (The Financial Times)
FT columnist Camilla Cavendish puts
forward the “unfashionable” argument
that working from home comes at the
expense of professional interactions and
productivity, with concerns over
employee wellbeing negatively impacting
performance. Although she does
concede “no one wants to return to
presenteeism or exploitation”.

‘Staff at London law firm can work
from home full time – if they take a
20% pay cut’ (The Guardian)
Bosses at Stephenson Harwood have
offered staff the opportunity to work
from home full time, but only if they
sacrifice a fifth of their salary. The firm
said it had introduced the policy after
employing some lawyers outside of
London, where living costs are lower, but
that it expected take-up to be low.



But, as many people professionals
are discovering, making a permanent
change to ways of working isn’t
without its challenges. The CIPD
has found that two in five (39 per
cent) organisations report increasing
thinking and investment in
hybrid working – encompassing
working practices, culture and
line management – but that
suggests a not-inconsiderable
number of businesses
are attempting a hybrid
approach to work without
fully thinking it through.

That’s certainly what
Gemma Dale, lecturer at
Liverpool John Moores
University and flexible working
specialist, has noticed. “There’s
a broad spectrum of responses
among employers,” she says. “Some
have invested significantly in hybrid,
looking at ways of working, workplace
design and how hybrid can enable
inclusion, wellbeing and engagement.
[Then there] are those who would like
to revert to as much pre-pandemic
working as possible, but have conceded
to some element of home working
without the broader underlying
changes.” She wouldn’t be surprised
to see a “hybrid backlash” from some
employers as they adopt ways of
working they are not bought into.

At its most basic, a hybrid working

policy tends to state the number
of days or proportion of time staff
are expected to be in the office. But
while many employers are taking
this approach, Gary Cookson,
director of Epic HR and author of
HR for Hybrid Working, warns
that having an arbitrary days-of-
the-week split is “too simplistic and
unlikely to work in the long term”.

“It will become too easy
to go back to old ways
of working,” he predicts.
“Few [employers]
have thought about
the type of work
that people and
teams need to do
and what space is
most conducive for
that. We should be

led by that, and not days of the week.”
He adds that while employees

need to be consulted and empowered,
letting everyone decide what works
for them based on individual
preference rather than organisational
performance is equally misguided.
The most important thing is to
properly think things through.
“This is much more than letting
people work across two locations,”
he says. “It changes everything about
the way the organisation works.
We need to consider the whole
organisational system.”

Dale believes that only
focusing on location – the
office or home – and
not considering time
flexibility is another
missed opportunity
when it comes
to considering a
hybrid working
strategy. “The most
significant benefits
from hybrid work
implementation
will come from
combining location
flexibility with
time flexibility,
empowering
people – within
the confines of
their role – to have
as much autonomy
as possible about
where and when they
work.” she says. “This
is when we will see the
greatest benefit for wellbeing,
engagement, motivation and
personal productivity.”

At tech firm Zuora, senior
director, HR (international) Marc
Weedon explains the approach is based
around empowering local offices to
decide what would work for them
(the range of rules around the world
adds complexity for a global business).
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AmyTaylor is people director at PKF-
FrancisClark, an accountancy firmwith
sites across south-west England. She
shares her organisation’s approach

“Wewere fairly early adopters of hybrid
working. In February 2021 wewere looking
for examples of hybrid working policies and
thereweren’t any, sowewrote our own. It’s
based on activities and tasks: thinking about
the tasks you’re doing on any one day and
where those activities would best take place.
The client comes first, then thinking about
the business and the teambefore your own
personal preference.
“We did lots of workshops, getting people’s

views and helping them to think about what
activities were best done in the office or at

home. For example, in professional services
there’s a big piece around L&D for trainees,
which is generallymore effective in the office.
High-quality linemanagement is really
important, sowe’re launching leadership
programmes around this andmaking it clear
thatmanagers need to focus on outputs.
“We have a 10-point charter which

summarises the shared expectations around
howwework. In that we clarify expectations
around time in the office, which is between
20 and 80per cent.We are notmandating
days andwe are not going for ‘one size fits all’.
Our approachworks for both full- and
part-time employees.
“Sincewe launched the policy we’ve done

a series of focus groups to find out what is
workingwell andwhat needs to change.We
use data to assess how it’s going: desk

booking data, engagement data and
recruitment data. It’s the top scoring
question in our employee survey andwe
know fromcandidates that it is helping us
froma recruitment perspective too. People
areworkingwithin the spirit of the policy.
There are exceptions of course, but it’s
important to deal with those on an
exceptional basis, rather than having a
policy based on aminority of people.
“Our approach to hybrid working started

as an experiment but we’ve now formally
adopted it as a policy. Previously therewas
some concern fromemployees that itmight
be taken away, soweweren’t leveraging the
full benefits in terms of engagement.
Organisations have had enough time now
to seewhether or not hybrid works for them;
it’s time to commit either way.”

HYBRIDWORKING INACTION

“Ifitworks
forthe
individualand
thebusiness,
whynot
gohybrid?”
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“Wehavean
opportunity
tocreate
something
bigger
andbetter”

The new normal

published
a work-life

manifesto, helping
staff manage their

effectiveness and wellbeing
in a hybrid world.

Done well, there
are myriad benefits to
implementing hybrid
working. A clear and timely one is the
role it plays in attracting and retaining
talent, widening the talent pool as
location becomes less of a dealbreaker.
The CIPD’s research has found that two
in five (39 per cent) staff would like to
work remotely all or most of the time,
so sceptical employers need to bear this
in mind. “Employers that fail to offer
greater flexibility are likely to struggle
to attract and retain staff, particularly
in such a tight labour market,” warns
Claire McCartney, senior policy
adviser for resourcing and inclusion
at the CIPD.

Gareth Neale is director of people
and culture at Native, a hospitality
company that runs ‘apart-hotels’.
Although many of his staff don’t have

the option of working from home, for
back-office employees Neale believes
going hybrid is a no-brainer. People
can work from a serviced office space
or out of one of Native’s operational
properties.This in particular has done
away with any idea that leadership and
back-office staff are “ivory tower”, says
Neale, bringing enabling functions
closer to the action of the business and
allowing HR to nip potential issues
in the bud quickly. Taking a hybrid
approach has also helped to reduce
costs, both of real estate and things like
stationery and printing. “Productivity
has improved and we work in a more
efficient way now,” says Neale. “If
it works for the individual and the
business, why not go hybrid?”

In answer to that question – why
not? – it’s important to acknowledge
some of the challenges inherent in
making hybrid working successful
for all parties – employees, managers,
leaders, customers and other
stakeholders. Many HR professionals
report struggling with the mismatch
of expectations: leaders who can’t

see why staff won’t come back
five days a week, for instance,
while employees are reluctant
to come in even once or twice
a month. “One of the most
common mistakes we are
seeing is organisations failing
to consult with employees on
future ways of working,” says
McCartney, adding that this is
leading to “a mismatch between

the ways organisations want their
employees to work and how their
people want to work.”

Weedon, drawing on the experiences
of other international HR professionals
through the forum he runs, calls it
an “expectations gap”. “This can be
overcome by providing flexibility
within guidelines rather than setting
hard and fast mandates, taking
employee sentiment into account when
looking at return-to-office initiatives,
and being prepared to recognise that
as you are unlikely to get complete
alignment among the leaders of a
business then it’s OK to experiment and
course-correct,” he advises.

While some desire for presenteeism
from leaders is driven by outdated

In London, Tuesday andThursday have
been designated office days, meaning
if people choose to come in those
days they can expect more of a buzz.
The number of colleagues going in is
gradually increasing, as people share
positive experiences of getting back
together. “Promote the benefits of
those ‘moments of in-person magic’,”
Weedon advises.

Zuora has “reframed what
productivity means” depending on
where people are choosing to work
that day, as Cookson advises. “There
is recognition that when you go to
an office, in-person collaboration,
informal catch-ups, formal meetings
and whiteboarding are going to be
the order of the day,” saysWeedon.
“Working from home is more likely
to revolve around keeping on top
of emails, deep thought, research,
planning and so on.”The company has
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Somecompanieswhosestaffare
unable todo their jobs fromhome
have instead introducedother
formsofflexibility
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SOURCE: SURVEYOF 599 PEOPLEMANAGEMENTREADERS, MAY 2022

What are you doing to entice
employees back to the office or encourage

better office attendance?

What reasons are your employees
giving for not wanting to return to, or

spend more time in, the office?

Have you introduced any more flexible
forms of working since the pandemic?

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Remote/hybrid working 64%

More flexible shift patterns 13%

Part-time working 4%

Compressed hours 5%

Job sharing 2%

Other 11%

How frequently are your staff now
required to come into the

workplace?
Every

working day

19%

Four days
a week

12%

Three days
a week

21%Two days
a week

18%

One day
a week

7%

Only for certain
events eg
meetings

18%

Not required
to come in at all

5%

Is this different to the arrangements
you had in place before the

pandemic?

Yes, we now allow
staff to work

remotely more than
before the
pandemic

73%

Yes, we now
allow staff to work
remotely less than

before the
pandemic

17%

No, our
arrangements

haven’t changed
since before the

pandemic

10%

How happy have your staff been
with the requirement to spend a

minimum number of days in the office?

Everyone is
happy 24%

About half and
half happy and

unhappy 21%

Most people are
unhappy 6%

Everyone is
unhappy 1%

What does your
‘new normal’
look like?
More than 500 People
Management readers
told us how they’ve
found reassessing their
organisation’s working
practices in the wake
of the pandemic

The majority are
happy but a small

number are
unhappy 48%

happy 24%

Most people are 

unhappy 1%

The majority are 
happy but a small 

number are 
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52%
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36%
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management notions, others view it
as a financial issue, being tied into
expensive real estate contracts. Some
businesses will need to move to new
spaces or to dramatically reconfigure
their existing workplaces to encourage
different ways of working, such as
collaboration spaces. Dale believes
that making no change at all to how
space is used in an office is problematic
for the future of hybrid working,
but adds that many organisations
are constrained by finances, leases or
landlord requirements. “Workplace
changes will be a slow burn, some of
which will not really filter through
until organisations reach lease break
clauses,” she predicts.

Even if people professionals don’t
see the need to encourage full-time
return to the office, many are still
struggling with reluctant returners.

Dale advises treating any reluctance
with empathy, understanding the
broad spectrum of experience people
have had during the pandemic.
She broadly sees three categories of
reluctance: those who are anxious
and fearful about returning while
Covid infection rates remain high;
those who don’t see the value coming
into the office; and those who are
frustrated about coming in only
to spend the whole day in virtual
meetings. “Each type of reluctance has
its own approach,” she says. “We need
to meet them with understanding
and reflection. Do they have a point?
What is the value of bringing people
in – and how do we articulate this?
How do we make people feel safe?”

There is a concern among leaders
and HR professionals that cultures
will be negatively impacted by
predominantly remote working. One
CPO in food manufacturing says
they have noticed a slight upturn in
the number of people leaving in their
first year, with some saying in exit
interviews that they have found it
hard to connect to the brand while
mainly working from home. While
this CPO firmly believes in hybrid
working, they are keeping an eye on
how a quieter office could slowly erode
company culture, and mitigating
this by introducing innovations like

a concierge role to make sure those
in the office are having the best
possible experience and ensuring
inductions involve plenty of on-site,
in-person contact.

As well as the potential impact
on culture, hybrid working
also necessitates paying careful
attention to inclusion and fairness,
says McCartney. Not doing so
risks impacting diversity around
progression, if some leaders equate
being in the office with performance
and commitment. “Organisations
should have clear and transparent
policies that outline eligibility
and access to hybrid working,”
says McCartney. “They should
focus on principles of equality
to ensure all employees have the
same opportunities for learning
and development and reward and
recognition, regardless of when
and where they work, or their level
of seniority.”

“Opportunities for recognition and
progression should not be negatively
impacted for those who come into
an office less often than others,”
agrees Weedon. “A culture based on
presenteeism is an unhealthy culture.”

So, there are a number of ‘watch
outs’ to consider, but these should
all be challenges that the people
profession is keen to get its teeth into
if it wants to build a healthier, more
productive and generally better world
of work in the wake of the pandemic.
Going ‘back to normal’ – commuting
to spend five days a week sitting in an
office – is neither likely nor desirable
for the many who have embraced
new ways of living and working since
March 2020.

But getting to that mythical ‘new
normal’ requires a more thoughtful,
holistic and ambitious approach to
hybrid working to ensure it meets,
as far as possible, the needs of
organisations, teams and individuals.
As Cookson puts it: “We have a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity to take the
best bits of both ways of working, and
create something bigger and better,
not just merging them together.”
✶ Read the CIPD’s practical guide to effective hybrid
working at bit.ly/HybridWorkingGuidance

Are you penalising employees who
do not come into the office at all, or

do not work the set minimum
number of days in the office?

How are you penalising them?

Are you considering/planning to
change your arrangements because

of this feedback? [asked to those
respondents who said most people

or everyone is unhappy]
Yes, we’re

considering or
planning to require

fewer office days

27%

Yes

16%

Yes, we’re
considering or

planning to allow
staff to work from
home all the time

15%

Cutting pay for
those that choose to

work remotely

11%

Removing access to
some benefits and/

or perks

51%

Denying access
to company

social events

9%

Disciplinary
action

18%

Other

11%

No, we’re sticking
to our current
arrangements

58%

No

84%
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A starkly different immigration landscape
threatens to leaveHR perplexed around hiring

staff from overseas. PeopleManagement
explains the routes currently available

With everything that’s
happened in between,
the EU referendum
feels light years ago.
Since the UK voted

to leave in 2016, we’ve experienced
a pandemic, political scandal and most
recently, the crisis in Ukraine. During
that time, the UK’s immigration system
has gone through a swathe of updates,
with new routes for foreign workers
opening up this year. Talent shortages
have reached record levels, prompting
HR to widen their search for candidates
overseas. From the outside, recruiting
foreign workers can seem daunting and
complex, but is this really the case?

“We’ve seen a 40 per cent increase
in enquiries,” says Jonathan Beech,
managing director of immigration
consultancy Migrate UK. “It took
a long time for employers to realise
what they were allowed to do; the
doors that were open to them.” An
analysis of Home Office data by law
firm Eversheds Sutherland echoes this:
it found 25,555 skilled worker visas
were granted in the final quarter of
2021 – a 131 per cent increase year-
on-year, with visas for health and care
workers almost at the same level as
those granted for tech workers.

Daniel Flifel, head of talent
acquisition for Europe at engineering
company AECOM, has seen this first
hand. “The market across Europe is
probably more competitive than we

Your
ultimate
guide to
visas
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probably more competitive than we WORDSJO FARAGHER

TheEuropean jobmarket is
themostcompetitive it’sbeen

inmore than 15years, says
AECOM’sDanielFlifel



have seen since 2005. Even leading
up to the pandemic, we started to
see a greater gap between supply
and demand, particularly in the UK
and Ireland in some of the technical
skills we employ,” he says. Renewed
government spend on infrastructure
has only increased demand, he adds.
“Candidates who are actively in a job
search often have multiple offers on
the table, as well as their current
organisation doing everything they can
to retain them. Layer on top
the economy with inflation
soaring, and suddenly we
have a disproportionate salary
bubble that has been evolving
at pace. Companies can no
longer rely on their traditional
approach to recruitment and
lean on out-of-date employee
value propositions.”

Vanessa Ganguin, an
immigration lawyer, feels there’s been a
sea-change among UK employers about
international recruitment. “It’s become
a ‘needs-must’ approach and people are
more open to the prospect of hiring
migrant workers and applying for
sponsor licences,” she says. Since April,
a series of new routes has opened up
(see box overleaf) that the government
claims will radically overhaul how
businesses bring in talent from other
countries.They include a new Global
Business Mobility Visa that replaces
and expands a number of existing
categories; a High Potential Individual
Visa targeted at graduates from the
world’s highest-ranking universities;
and a Scale-up Visa aimed at fast-
growing companies.

But with just 18 months since the
last raft of immigration changes – the
points-based immigration system – is
the hiring environment any easier?
According to Joanna Hunt, an
immigration lawyer at Fieldfisher, the
new system “made the skilled worker
route much more workable. It lifted
some of the burdens on employers,
such as removing the Resident Labour
Market Test or the fact you could start
the process digitally rather than having
to go to a visa application centre,” she
explains. “That said, our sponsorship

costs are still high compared to other
countries, and the compliance burden
can be heavy – particularly on small
businesses – and if you fail these checks
you can lose your licence.” Beech
suggests that some recruiters see the
cost of the licence as a valid investment
in light of the money they could lose if
they don’t hire for a key role. He adds:
“We’re working with some businesses
that have had vacancies for eight
months, so they don’t baulk at raising

their going rates to meet
the salary thresholds for
[skilled worker] visas.”

That said, there is
a feeling the scales have
tipped too far in favour
of serving high-skill,
high-pay roles rather than
meeting urgent labour
shortages in lower-paid
work. “A couple of years

ago, more than 30 per cent of forklift
truck drivers were EU nationals,”
says Clare Bottle, CEO of the UK
Warehousing Association, an industry
body for the logistics industry. “That
proportion has dropped to around
10 per cent. It’s difficult to say exactly
what precipitated the exodus, but
causes probably include Brexit and
Covid.” Although the government
granted temporary visas for HGV
drivers after high-profile shortages
last year, this does not cover
forklift truck drivers, she adds,
so companies are having to
attract home-grown talent
instead. But this will take
time, says Bottle: “It’s
a skill that’s almost
invisible to children
at school or college
in the UK and
rarely understood
or mentioned as
a career option.”

“The new visas
don’t offer many
solutions for
low- or medium-
skilled workers,”
adds Hunt. “In
construction for
example, you’ll often

have workers who are highly skilled
manually, but lower-skilled from an
academic point of view, so don’t fit
into the sponsorship system.”The
government expanded the number of
seasonal visas available to horticulture
workers to 30,000 and briefly extended
this to butchers, poultry workers and
lorry drivers last year, but these sectors
continue to be dogged by labour
shortages and the new visa routes
offer little in terms of support.

Former seasonal worker Milos
Veselinovic runs G Solutions Group,
which offers immigration and
visa services for employers and job
seekers, mainly recruiting workers for
Concordia, which runs a network of
farms. Concordia came on board with
the Home Office’s SeasonalWorker
Pilot in 2021, but is seeing fewer
applicants from EU countries such as
Romania and Bulgaria, and more from
non-EU countries such as India and
Uzbekistan. “Previously, they would
not have to apply for a visa and just
go to work on a farm, but now it’s not
cheap and they’re potentially only here
for six to 12 months. Before Brexit, it
was only the cost of a flight” he adds.10 per cent. It’s diffi  cult to say exactly 

what precipitated the exodus, but 
causes probably include Brexit and 
Covid.” Although the government 
granted temporary visas for HGV 
drivers aft er high-profi le shortages 
last year, this does not cover 
forklift  truck drivers, she adds, 
so companies are having to 
attract home-grown talent 
instead. But this will take 

was only the cost of a fl ight” he adds.

“Themarket
acrossEurope
ismore
competitive
thanwe’veseen
since2005”

costs are still high compared to other have workers who are highly skilled 
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Immigration changes: a timeline
Launched 11 April 2022:
Global BusinessMobility (GBM)Visa
This is an umbrella for five visa routes
and revamps a number of existing visas.
Despite recommendations by the
Migration Advisory Committee to allow
senior or specialist workers to settle in
the UK, this was not taken up. The new
routes are:

Senior or specialist worker: for senior
executives or specialist workers

(replaces the Intra-Company
Transfer route);

Graduate trainee: for
workers taking part in

a structured
graduate training
programme
(replaces Intra-
Company
Graduate
Trainee visa);

UK expansion
worker: this is for

teams of workers who
want to establish a new

branch or subsidiary of
a business in the UK (replaces

the sole representative route and
means more people can transfer);

Service supplier: workers who
provide a service covered by a UK trade
agreement (replaces the T5 International
Agreement visa); and

Secondment worker: this is a brand-
new route for secondments to UK
businesses; however these must be
connected to “high-value contracts for
goods and investment”, for which the
threshold is high.

“This is essentially a rebrand of the
intra-company and representative of an
overseas business route with a few bolt-
ons, such as the introduction of a new
route aimed at secondment workers,”

says immigration lawyer Chetal Patel
from Bates Wells.

“Individuals seeking to apply for a
GBM visa will require a UK sponsor, so if
organisations want to bring overseas
staff to the UK, they’ll either need to have
a sponsor licence under the relevant
subcategory or consider applying for
one, assuming they can meet the
necessary requirements.”

Launched 30 May 2022:
High Potential Individual Visa
This is a new route designed to support
the government’s ambition of bringing
the “brightest and best” talent into the
UK. Applicants have to hold a degree
awarded no more than five years before
the application, from a list of high-
ranking global universities, and the visa
will be granted for two (Bachelor’s or
Master’s) or three (PhD) years, after
which the individual or employer will
need to apply for a longer-term
settlement route if appropriate.

“The government has had a tradition
of wanting to attract the brightest and
the best, and be seen as a top location
for international talent. However, limiting
the route to a qualifying degree within
five years from the date of application
doesn’t suggest that,” Patel adds. “Full
guidance on this route is yet to be
published, but we do know this visa is
aimed at those in the early part of their
career who can benefit the UK
workforce. It’s an attractive route for
those that meet the threshold, as
individuals don’t need a UK sponsor and
will have free access to the UK labour
market. However, the downside is that it
doesn’t lead to settlement.”

Launching 22 August 2022:
Scale-upWorker Visas
These visas will be targeted at individuals
from the EU and outside the EU who work
for a recognised UK scale-up sponsor.
UK businesses can be granted a scale-
up sponsor licence if they meet the
government’s definition: annualised

growth of at least 20 per cent over
a three-year period in terms of turnover
or staffing; a minimum of 10 employees at
the start of the three-year period; and be
listed as ‘A-rated’ on the Home Office
register of licensed sponsors.

Scale-up individuals will also need to
meet certain requirements: a qualifying
job offer from an approved scale-up
sponsor; a job at graduate level or above
at which they must work for at least six
months; a salary of £33,000 a year or
more, or the “going rate” for the role,
whichever is highest; a high standard of
English and maintenance funds of at
least £1,270. This is another sponsor-led
immigration route which counts towards
settlement. “It’s a flexible route as it
affords individuals the ability to take on
projects and employment in addition to
working with their sponsor,” Patel
explains. “One of the key attractions of
this route is that the initial sponsorship
only needs to be for six months, after
which time the individual can move.”

Happening now:
Changes to right-to-work checks
From 6 April, the Home Office
introduced changes to how employers
can check applicants’ right to work in the
UK, whereby organisations can use third-
party identity service providers (IDSPs)
to check passports and other
documentation digitally. Businesses
have until 30 September to develop
relationships with accredited IDSPs and
make changes to their screening
processes to do digital right-to-work
checks, otherwise they will need to
continue to run them manually.

During the pandemic, the government
introduced “temporary adjusted checks”
to allow recruiters to validate
documentation remotely, but these will
no longer be valid from 30 September.
Patel advises HR teams to produce crib
sheets or flowcharts now, so they’re on
top of the process: “This is particularly
important for those operating a hybrid
business model,” she adds.
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Ukraine
was a
top source of
labour for G Solutions,
but men who would previously look
for seasonal roles “can’t leave their
country and don’t want to” due to
the invasion by Russia. Veselinovic
points to Finland and Sweden, where
seasonal worker programmes are not
limited to agriculture and are available
for tourism and hospitality workers.
“The UK government needs to be more
flexible, not making changes every
April. It’s hard work for us, for the
workers, and for the employers in the

system,” he says.
The veterinary

sector is another
that has been
impacted by
post-Brexit
requirements.
According to the
British Veterinary
Association, the
number of new

EU registrants coming to work in the
UK has dropped by two-thirds in two
years. At the same time, the pandemic
prompted a rise in pet ownership and
therefore demand for pet services.
Start-up Vet-AI, which offers digital
consultations through an app called
Joii Pet Care, has circumvented these
challenges by complementing its UK
workforce with remote workers in
other countries. The company employs
around 50 vets across Australia, New
Zealand, the Caribbean and mainland
Europe, as well as in the UK. “Other
traditional practices have found it
harder to attract people to the UK and

Ukraine 
was a 
top source of 
labour for G Solutions, 

vets
working

in practices
have left the

UK in recent years
because of worries

around visas,” says people
director Laura Stocker.

A ‘follow the sun’ approach means
there is less need for UK vets to fill
night shifts and customers can contact
a vet at any time of day. There are
around 40 more employees who support
the business in other roles, and while
the company embraces global working,
most of the workforce is in the UK.
“As a vet-tech company, we have always
had the infrastructure and mechanisms
in place to hire and onboard people
no matter where they are based, so we
were lucky to not have been impacted
by these worries,” adds Stocker. Steve
Black, co-founder of global mobility
firm Topia, predicts more employers
will follow this model. “We’re seeing
UK companies looking at remote
workers in South Africa, where the
time zone and language is the same,” he
says. “They can access great talent pools
and collaborate in real time.”

One potentially untapped market
is that of refugees, argues Joseph
Williams, co-founder of job discovery
platform Clu. “If an organisation
can provide language support,
trauma support, even a specific
talent programme for refugees, then
integration can become very easy,” he
says. There are different types of UK
settlement status for refugees, including
routes that can ultimately lead to
indefinite leave to remain. Yet the
unemployment rate for refugees is four
times higher than the national average,
according to the Refugee Council, and
20 per cent of refugees will take any job
available rather than using their skills

and qualifications. “If organisations
approach things from a skills-centric
perspective and give refugees an
opportunity to demonstrate them, this
creates the equity we need,” he adds.

At AECOM, the focus moving
forwards will be on adapting working
practices to support a more flexible
recruitment strategy. “Certain
candidate-short markets are having
to look more heavily
overseas for skilled
workers. In the power
sector, around 80 per
cent of applications
are usually from
candidates overseas.
We’ve had to obtain
more visas than in
previous years,” Flifel
says. “Our strategy is
to use a more sustainable resourcing
model, where we can utilise the skills
of our current workforce overseas
to support our UK and Ireland
operations, delivering work for our
clients from their home countries.”

Whatever their source of talent,
organisations that view the new visa
arrangements proactively could reap
rewards. Beech argues for targeting
universities recognised in the High
Potential Individual route, for example.
Nicola Smyrl, an employment solicitor
at Taylor Walton, advises to get the
ball rolling quickly: “The process
itself is not complicated, but there are
lots of obligations that go with being
a sponsor. It can be a long process, so
apply for a licence even if you have no-
one to sponsor immediately. That way
you can be flexible as the need arises.”

Gabriella Alberti, associate professor
at Leeds University Business School,
concludes that it doesn’t have to be an
‘either/or’ argument between hiring
from overseas and building domestic
talent. “Hiring immigrants does not
mean you don’t invest in work quality
for all workers. In fact, research shows
that having more foreign workers
facilitates knowledge transfer and
improves co-operation.” Away from
the political arguments and social
media noise, there’s a world of talent
waiting to join your workforce.
✶ Formore resourcesonpost-Brexit immigration, visit the
CIPD’sBrexitHubatcipd.co.uk/brexit-hub

“Those that view
the new visa
arrangements
proactively

could reap
rewards”

“The UK
government
needs to be
flexible, not
makingchanges
every April”

The lowdown on immigration
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to work from
anywhere has become
big business since the
massmove to remote
working – but firms
not set up for having
employees abroad could
land in legal hot water
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When Charlie
HR moved
to remote
working
at the start

of the pandemic, there were
concerns about what it would do
to the team. From Friday drinks to
workplace socials, “we really had this

notion that being in the office
kind of created the culture,”
says Luula Abdulkadir, HR
advice team lead at the firm.
But, not only does the firm
still work predominantly
remotely – staff have just eight
mandatory days in the office
a year – it’s one of a growing
list of organisations that are
allowing employees to work
from anywhere in the world.
The idea of the ‘digital

nomad’ predates coronavirus. If
all you need to work is a laptop and an
internet connection, why not move to
a more accommodating climate or set
up in a chalet during ski season? But
this was almost exclusively the remit
of freelancers and entrepreneurs,
forward-thinking independents
who were in control of their own
workloads and answered to no one.
In a pre-pandemic world, the idea that
any employee could take off for three
months and work in a completely
different country sounded absurd,
but for many businesses, the remote
working experience during lockdown
“diminished the idea that you need
to be in the office to be productive,”
says Abdulkadir.

Charlie HR’s ‘nomad working’
policy grew organically following
requests from members of staff who
wanted to spend time with family
abroad as the endless months of
travel restrictions finally started to
end. Initially, it was all done on an
individual basis, says Abdulkadir,
but the company quickly realised that
a lot of people were asking for clarity
and clarification around what was
allowed. “We’ve allowed some people,
on a case-by-case basis, to travel and
spend more time with their families
abroad, but now it’s all about having
a structure for that policy. That’s
when we started doing a lot of team

surveys and began to get people’s
inputs, but then also doing a lot of
research and trying to understand
what that [policy] could look like.”

Part of that research was about
looking at the risks of working in
a foreign country for any extended
period of time.The obvious concern
is whether the employee has the
right to live and work in their
destination of choice, but there are
other, more complex, legal questions
too. For example, an employee may
become liable to pay income tax in
the country they are living in after
a certain period of time. Similarly,
an employer might find themselves
liable to pay social security in whatever
jurisdiction their employee is based
– or even potentially become liable to
pay corporation tax if they are found to
have set up a permanent
base in that country.

Every single country
in the world has its own
jurisdiction, meaning
it has its own rules on
employment, tax, health
and safety, and data
protection, says Paul Seath,
a partner at Bates Wells.
“If someone’s setting up
in a particular jurisdiction,
and is going to be working there for
any length of time, then you could
end up with quite significant legal
liabilities that you didn’t foresee, but
could easily have foreseen if you had
asked the question of a local lawyer.”
To top all the uncertainty off, many
businesses now find themselves playing
catch-up with employees they lost sight
of during the pandemic: everyone’s
heard anecdotes about employees
who went off to work in Spain or the
south of France for the whole of the
pandemic. “You definitely get the
sense that there were arrangements
that were allowed to continue during
the pandemic, which organisations are
now looking at again,” says Damian
Ward, an associate at Bates Wells.

For employers, clarity is key.
“Having some kind of clarity in
contracts is really very important.
But more important than that
is getting clarity as to what the
current state of play is,” says Seath.

Employers that are on the ball are
already auditing their staff to see
exactly where people are working.
This doesn’t necessarily mean
calling everyone back to the UK,
but employers need to know where
their people are to properly mitigate
any risks. “You might want to say
‘we personally are not looking to get
anyone in trouble here, but we need
to make sure that we, as a business,
are operating correctly and therefore
we want to do some due diligence
on where people are living’,” says
Seath. He adds that in most cases,
it’s “probably not a stretch to say that
it’s an obligation on staff to keep their
employers reasonably informed as to
where they are living”.

For Charlie HR, the culture of trust
and openness is one of the things that

makes their nomad working
policy work. To make the
policy fair and accessible,
the firm provides each team
member with an annual
£500 budget, which they can
spend either to help them
travel abroad, or to support
themselves working remotely
in the UK.The policy also
has a cap of 30 working days
abroad to mitigate some

of the tax and immigration risks. So
far, it has been a success – Abdulkadir
herself has used it to spend Ramadan
with her family abroad, and says the
feedback she’s experienced has been
overwhelmingly positive. “We’ve
started collecting data on what
attracts candidates to work for Charlie
and, surprisingly, nomad working
comes up quite a lot,” she says.

More anecdotally, the company
has an internal messageboard where
people post things they are grateful
for, and Abdulkadir says there are
always people grateful for being able
to work abroad: “Someone went
to Canada because their brother
was getting married, someone was
in Jamaica, there was one person
who was doing a whole trip around
Mexico and his pictures were amazing.
They can be abroad and work, and still
get the job done.”
✶ Read theCIPD’s guidanceon internationalmobility at
bit.ly/CIPDglobalmobility

“Foremployers,
clarityiskey.
Butmore
importantis
clarityonthe
stateofplay”

Working from anywhere
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Employeeprivacy isprotectedby law

andcompaniesshouldbeverycareful

whenusingsurveillancesoftware

WORDSDANCAVE

Areyouremployees
reallyworking
fromhome?

Back in January 2020Bryan*
accepted a job in the travel and
leisure industry. “I thought it
would be a good experience,”
he says, noting benefits he

was excited to access, such as being able
to visit different countries as part of the
role. Several weeks into his new position,
Bryan raised the possibility of working
fromhomewith theCEO.He recalls his
emphatic answerwell: “He looked atme
and answered: ‘I will never trust employees
working at home’.” A couple of weeks later,
the sameCEOwould have no choice in
thematter: a work-from-home-if-you-can
mandate was rolled out across the country
in response toCovid-19’s lethal impact.

It was during this first enforcedwork-
from-home period that Bryan’s boss’s
lack of trust in his employees translated
intomonitoring, surveillance andmicro-
management. “He didn’t have the resources
to put tracking software on ourmachines
but hewouldmessage at odd times of the
day tomake sure wewereworking,” he
remembers, highlighting that he began
to demand instant replies to hismessages
which, as Bryan explains, got in theway
of everyone’s productivity. “He also sent
a crypticmessage letting us knowhe can
view everythingwewrite in Slack,” Bryan
says, adding that this caused staff to change
their communication styles.

Eventually, likemany of his colleagues,
Bryan quit, citing this surveillance as one

of the reasons. “[This behaviour]made us
devalue and distrust him.This constant
checking in… It’s sad really.We could see
this person had run a relatively successful
business until then,” Bryan says.

Formany employees, their own
pandemic experiences of work had parallels
with Bryan’s.Online searches inMarch
2020, according toTop10VPN, for
guides on how tomonitor employees at
home rose by 1,689 per cent. Searches for
work-from-homemonitoring tools grew
by a staggering 5,600 per cent.TheBBC
reported on one company thatmonitored
everything its employees did, fromwork
tasks towatching YouTube in their own
time.Other businesses, including Fred
Perry andGoFish, started to use software
that could take photos of employees via
their laptop every fewminutes.

In those first pandemicmoments,
many employers also reached out to
HR technology providers, as well as
surveillance firms, to see if they could
help themkeepworkforce productivity
on trackwith tools tomonitor different
parts of their employees’ working day.
HelenArmstrong, CEOof SilverCloud
HR, says it left her “with her head in her
hands”, adding that this reactive turn to
surveillance solutions “just didn’tmake
sense”. She adds: “How can an employee be
creative and innovative when they are sat
sending emails during the day [and being
monitored on that]?”

Theuse of remote surveillance skyrocketed during
Covid. But is tracking your people’s everymove
the best way to build trust and engagement?
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Convention onHumanRights, theUK
GeneralData ProtectionRegulation
(GDPR), the Investigatory Powers Act
2016 and the Investigatory Powers
Regulations 2018, the Employment Rights
Act 1996 and the Equality Act, there are
tensions over whether they go far enough.
Although a government spokesperson
tellsPeopleManagement thatUKdata
protection laws are “world-leading” and the
government is committed to “enhancing
workers’ rights [which] includes protecting
employees fromundueworkplace
surveillance” – both the government

and an independent
lawyer explain that a recent
InformationCommissioner’s
Office-led review into how
employeemonitoring in the
pandemic took place could
result in additional employer
responsibilities in this area.
ChiOnuwurahMP, shadow
minister for business, energy
and industrial strategy disagrees:

“[This government] is delaying the long
awaited employment bill. It is little surprise
that it has neglectedworkers’ protections
on digital rights and surveillance.”

Andwithmost of the new surveillance
technologies offering digital utilities such
as keystroke logging software, instant
messengermonitoring, user action alerts
(which send instant notifications to
an administrator if a specific action is
performed), call tapping, location tracking,
webcam surveillance and audio recording,
huge amounts of data capture is occurring
which requires employers to obtain consent
from employees.Thismight, under usual
GDPRprovision, seem straightforward to
employers, but due to the power imbalance
in the relationship between the employee
and employer, Perkins adds that it has long
been doubtedwhether employee consent
can be said to have been given freely for
this activity. “Employers are at risk of
breaching theUKGDPR and damaging
the trust and confidence in their
relationshipwith employees,” he adds.

However, despite needing to adhere to
an interlocking set of laws, Top10VPN
data on the employee surveillance
softwaremarket shows employers have
a continued interest in the technology;
inDecember 2021, interest was still
50 per cent higher than pre-pandemic
levels. As a result of its continued use,

patchwork of different laws. But it does
mean, as Paul Kelly, head of employment
law at Blacks Solicitors explains, if an
employer can articulate a clear purpose
formonitoring, can be proportionate and
is not intrusive – and this can be brought
together in a policy that communicates to
staff that they are beingmonitored, how
thatmonitoringwill be conducted, and
how the information gatheredwill be used
and stored – surveillance can take place.

However, Kelly offers a warning: “Even
if staff are fully aware they are being
monitored and have given their consent,
the employermust always bear
inmindwhat their legitimate
reasons for thatmonitoring are
and ensure that they only use
proportionatemeans to do so,”
he adds. Llewellyn Perkins,
employment law solicitor at
Devonshires, also explains that
these laws can offer protections
thatmight surprise employers,
such as where surveillancemight
intrude on an individual’s personal life
at work; for example, if they are being
monitoredworking at home. “[These
laws] can cover correspondence in their
professional capacity depending upon the
facts of the individualmatter,” he explains.

Despite this surveillance ‘patchwork’
including the European

Employee surveillance
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Even if staffhavegiven theirconsent to

beingmonitored,employersmustensure

the reasons fordoingsoare legitimate

HayfaMohdzaini, senior research
adviser at theCIPD, adds that employers
may get better results investing in line
manager training to oversee good remote
work outcomes.However, she adds that
in a limitedway,monitoring could be
effective; for example, for work that is for
compliance tasks that need a clear audit
trail. “Here, employers should have clear
policies so that workers knowhow they
may bemonitored, and crucially, why
thatmonitoring is relevant and necessary,”
she explains.

Other examples where surveillance is
seemingly being used in limited instances
– not to ‘catch employees out’ or for
nebulous productivity purposes – include
Revolut’smonitoring ofUkrainian
employee safety via a security app, the
monitoring of employee activities that
have the potential to put an organisation
at risk of regulatory breach, or JPMorgan’s
monitoring of how its staff are using
offices to improve efficiency and access,
such as giving out car parking spaces as it
tracks employees heading towards their
workplaces and helping redesign less-used
areas for better collaboration.

Even in these instances, use of
surveillance andmonitoring practices,
however limited, needs to adhere to the
legislation that covers its use. In theUK,
employee surveillance is covered by a

“Employers
risklosing
thetrustand
confidence
of their
employees”
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Themarket for employeesurveillance
softwarehasboomedduring thepandemic.
It offersdistinct and, sometimes, niche
capabilities toemployers.Asstandard,many
providersoffer softwaremonitoring, screen
monitoring, internet filteringand time tracking.
Of thebiggest surveillance software

providers,more than80per cent nowoffer
employers theoption to log their employees’
keystrokes,with theability to capture the
passwords theyuse forwebsite logins.

More than60per cent of theseproviders
claim theycanhelp employersmonitor their
employees’ chats.Most offer screen
monitoring,while a goodproportionoffer
evenmore invasive capabilities, suchas
takingover employee’s devices remotely.
One softwareprovider claims to track

mood, toneandanalyseemployeeattitude.
Another claims tobeable to rankemployee
conversations regardinghowuseful they
wouldbe to theemployer.
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there are concerns about how itmight
impact burnout andwellbeing. Simon
Migliano, head of research at Top10VPN,
says: “The popularity of these products
shows thatmany employers believe work
should be all-consuming, with no outside
distractions or breaks fromproductivity.”

AaronDrapkin, a senior journalist at
Tech.cowho has investigated the rise of
employeemonitoring, also has qualms
about the use of surveillance software.
He believes employees experience such
management approaches as intrusive,
blunt and, as Bryan experienced, lacking
in trust – the aspect of organisational
culture thatmultiple pieces of research
link to increased leadership credibility,
reducedworker stress, higher productivity
and less workforce burnout.

Indeed, a survey of full-time employees
by cybersecurity firmKaspersky found
that almost half were staying logged
ontowork devices longer than necessary
in response to their employer installing
surveillance software, and separateGlint
research into employee burnout at the start
of the pandemic found it had doubled
at a timewhen demand for surveillance
technologywas soaring. AsDrapkin
sees it: “Employees who aremonitored
at work don’t enjoy it. Itmakes them feel
under pressure.”Migliano also adds that
extensive use ofmonitoring software
undermines autonomy, creativity and
inclusivity: “Disabled or neurodivergent
individuals are especially at risk of
being unfairly penalised by employers
using surveillance software… theywill
likely need towork in away that’s very
specific to them,whichmay be flagged as
inappropriate [by such software].”

JohnAmaechiOBE, organisational
psychologist,NewYorkTimes best-
selling author, and research fellow at the

University of East London, also believes
this software oversteps themark of where
employersmight ethically tread. Although
asCEOofAPS Intelligence he asks his
approximately 20 employees to track their
time so they can bill clients accurately for
projects – an approach he calls “regular
and normal” – he believes the use of
more invasive technology is an “extreme
beyond normal” and shows clear
mismanagement. “No person’s
brain operates as well if they
think their employermight be
watching them as they type a
nicemessage to their partner
betweenmeetings,” he adds.

Similarly, Amit Raj, CEOof
TheLinksGuys, says he only
uses employee surveillance
softwarewhen his employees
are going off track, and
believes employers are better
served trying to build remote
communities to engage staff
rather thanmonitor them.
However, not all employers
are doing this. Despite clearmisgivings,
surveillance is nowmore embedded
inworking practice now than it was at
the start of the pandemic. TUCand
BritainThinks polling reported that the
number of workers stating they had been
surveilled in 2021 rose to 60 per cent,
and an additional 24 per cent said their
devices were being tracked. As Frances
O’Grady, general secretary of TUC,
sees it, employeemonitoring “now risks
spiralling out of control.”

In fact, withmany firmsmoving
towards long-termhybridmodels, use
of surveillance softwaremight cause
issues with howworkers are trying to
set upwork-life patterns that work for
them. Laura*, whoworks in the financial

THE EMPLOYEE SURVEILLANCEMARKET

services sector in London, tellsPeople
Management that though she is broadly
positive about her firmusing an app to
track her in-office orwork-from-home
movements (she believes it will result in
better office space design and improved
networking opportunities), mandates
about the amount of time she needs
to spend in the office, and question
marks about how rigorously this will
be enforced, cause anxiety. She says: “I
don’t knowwhat the enforcement [of this
policy] will be and it does hang over your
head a bit. Do I forcemyself to go to an
empty office just tomeetmy quota?”

It’s around issues such as how
employers set up future working
structures and practices, as well as the
techniques used tomanage them, that
Dr JamieWoodcock, senior lecturer in
people and organisation atTheOpen
University and author ofWorking the
Phones, believes employers need to be
thinking: “The future of work is set by
these sorts of choices in the present.
Every new surveillance technology
that’s introduced… is one potential step
closer to thatmore dystopian future.
The discussion Iwould havewithmany
managers would be: is this the kind of
work that youwouldwant to do?”
*Namechanged toprotect identity

Employee surveillance Employeeshaverealanxieties

aboutfindingwork-lifebalance

if they’reundersurveillance
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When an employer
receives an employment
tribunal claim and
decides to fight it, they
need tomove quickly,
because they only have
28 days to put in their
defence. If theymiss the
deadline, they could be
barred fromputting their
case to a judge.
Thefirst thing you

want to do as an employer
is instruct solicitors – if it
is a simple claim, youmay
have an in-house lawyer
well-placed to handle it. But with
complex claims, you should go to
a specialist employment lawyer
to advise on the claim and draft
the organisation’s defence.
Employers should not use this

just to say they are denying the
claim, it is a good opportunity to
take control of the narrative in
the case, because it is one of the
first documents a judgewill see.
As part of tribunal

proceedings, the parties are
obliged to preserve documents
that could be relevant to the
claim. Again, it is really
important to engage your
lawyers early, so they can talk
through the issues around
document preservation,

disclosure,minimising risks and
how to preserve legal privilege.
Regarding

witnesses, it is
essential to identify
them early on, and
to speak to them to
record theirmemories of the
relevantmatter – this is
particularly important if there
are notmany emails or
documents from the time.
For example, if there is an

allegation of someonemaking an
inappropriate joke at work, you
need to speak to the individuals
involved quickly to get their best
recollections, because with delays
in the employment tribunal
system, itmight be a year or two
until they give evidence.

Speaking towitnesses early
will help you assess how strong
your case is andwill inform
your litigation strategy, but it
also helps in case peoplemove
on from the organisation
before the final hearing.
PR and reputation

managementmust also be
considered carefully,
particularly since online
hearings aremaking it easier
formembers of the public
and the press to access

employment tribunal
proceedings. Employers need
to be aware that if they go to a

public hearing, it is possible the
case will become bigger news
than if they settle it.
Finally, employers should

always consider the impact a case
can have on its employees, in
particular witnesses, those
accused of wrongdoing, and
any staffwho are victims of
allegedmisconduct (for example,
sexual harassment or bullying).
Youmightwant to put support
in place because tribunal
proceedings can be very stressful.

Helping you get further
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Career path

NickMarshall
Managing
associate in the
employment and
incentives team
at Linklaters

Masterclass

“It is really important
to engage lawyers early”

Taking it further

How todefend an employment tribunal
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Read
Employment

tribunals: defending
a claim guide by
Practical Law
Employment
tmsnrt.rs/3MWlolt

Listen
Episode #161:Making

or defending a claim in
the Employment Tribunal
by The Employment Law
&HR Podcast apple.
co/3yhtv8d

Consult
TheAdvisory,

Conciliation andArbitration
Service (Acas)will offer to
try to solve theproblem
without going to tribunal
acas.org.uk

Research: you
can’t rely on

remote working
to offset your
organisation’s

carbon emissions
p57

Defendinganemployment tribunalclaimcanbestressful andexpensiveif the right legal stepsarenot followed



As a global HR practitioner, I get to
experience the complexities of working
on a world landscape. It also requires
developing cultural awareness and emotional
intelligence. Different cultures, countries
and HR processes mean I have to implement
strategies in a different way depending
on which region I am working with. By
interacting on a global level, you are naturally
working in very diverse environments.

I’m a certified leadership coach. Leadership can either
make an organisation a force for good or a miserable place to be.
If we are committed to making organisations better, we need to
build holistic leadership at all levels, from senior management
to junior team members. In coaching, you help people find their
own insights and when they do that, it sticks. That’s how my
passion for leadership and coaching come together.

HR has evolved drastically
– in a positive way. When
I started, it was more policy-
driven and administrative, but
it has moved into a strategic
function. People experts are
becoming more central in the
business, with areas such as
skills, talent engagement and
inclusion usually in companies’
top priorities. When HR
doesn’t work, you see an impact,
so we’re becoming a function
that makes a difference.

After my degree in political science and
International relations, I wasn’t sure
what I wanted to do and I really fell into
HR. My field of study mainly prepared people
for political careers but I wanted to work in
a business. I applied for different graduate
schemes abroad and I was lucky enough to get
selected to come to the UK. I didn’t know what
to expect but then fell in love with HR because
it showed the difference that we can make.

I’m originally from Italy and have
been in the UK for nine years. I joined
Whirlpool as an HR graduate, mainly
looking at onboarding and administration,
before I progressed to HR coordinator
and then advisor. A few years ago, this
opportunity to join BT Global emerged
and I joined as a senior HRBP, where I have
colleagues and business stakeholders who
I support across the Americas, the UK,
Europe, and Asia Pacific.

My biggest achievement
has been learning to believe
in myself. Early in my career,
I struggled with saying ‘yes’ to
everything. I’ve always been
a multitasker, but I reached
a point where I maxed my
capacity and I was overlooking
other aspects of my life. One of
the things that helped me a lot
was venturing into wellbeing.
Mindfulness gave me a better
lifestyle, creating the headspace
to finish work in the evening
and not bring any frustration
into my personal life.

CV

Edoardo Volpe
Senior HR business partner at BT

Who I am

Edoardo Volpe first started in HR as a trainee
at Indesit in 2014. He then moved to Whirlpool,
starting as an HR advisor before working as a talent
acquisition and employer branding specialist and
then HR business partner. Two years ago, he moved
to BT as a senior HR business partner. He has
achieved his CIPD Level 7 Advanced Diploma in HR
Management and is a certified leadership coach.
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As a global HR practitioner, I get to 
experience the complexities of working 
on a world landscape. It also requires 
developing cultural awareness and emotional 
intelligence. Diff erent cultures, countries 
and HR processes mean I have to implement 
strategies in a diff erent way depending 
on which region I am working with. By 
interacting on a global level, you are naturally 
working in very diverse environments.

I’m a certifi ed leadership coach. Leadership can either 
make an organisation a force for good or a miserable place to be. 
If we are committed to making organisations better, we need to 
build holistic leadership at all levels, from senior management 
to junior team members. In coaching, you help people fi nd their 
own insights and when they do that, it sticks. Th at’s how my 
passion for leadership and coaching come together. 

HR has evolved drastically 
– in a positive way. When 
I started, it was more policy-
driven and administrative, but 
it has moved into a strategic 
function. People experts are 
becoming more central in the 
business, with areas such as 
skills, talent engagement and 
inclusion usually in companies’ 
top priorities. When HR 
doesn’t work, you see an impact, 
so we’re becoming a function 
that makes a diff erence.

After my degree in political science and 
International relations, I wasn’t sure 
what I wanted to do and I really fell into 
HR. My fi eld of study mainly prepared people 
for political careers but I wanted to work in 
a business. I applied for diff erent graduate 
schemes abroad and I was lucky enough to get 
selected to come to the UK. I didn’t know what 
to expect but then fell in love with HR because 
it showed the diff erence that we can make.

I’m originally from Italy and have 
been in the UK for nine years. I joined 
Whirlpool as an HR graduate, mainly 
looking at onboarding and administration, 
before I progressed to HR coordinator 
and then advisor. A few years ago, this 
opportunity to join BT Global emerged 
and I joined as a senior HRBP, where I have 
colleagues and business stakeholders who 
I support across the Americas, the UK, 
Europe, and Asia Pacifi c.

My biggest achievement 
has been learning to believe 
in myself. Early in my career, 
I struggled with saying ‘yes’ to 
everything. I’ve always been 
a multitasker, but I reached 
a point where I maxed my 
capacity and I was overlooking 
other aspects of my life. One of 
the things that helped me a lot 
was venturing into wellbeing. 
Mindfulness gave me a better 
lifestyle, creating the headspace 
to fi nish work in the evening 
and not bring any frustration 
into my personal life.

CVCV

Edoardo Volpe
Senior HR business partner at BT

Who I am

Edoardo Volpe fi rst started in HR as a trainee 
at Indesit in 2014. He then moved to Whirlpool, 
starting as an HR advisor before working as a talent 
acquisition and employer branding specialist and 
then HR business partner. Two years ago, he moved 
to BT as a senior HR business partner. He has 
achieved his CIPD Level 7 Advanced Diploma in HR 
Management and is a certifi ed leadership coach.
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As businesses whose staff are
able to be flexible on their
working location grapple with
what exactly their working
model will look like now
that Covid restrictions have
(hopefully) lifted for good
(see our full feature starting
on page 24), the word onmost
organisations’ lips is ‘hybrid’,
and it’s become something
many can no longer ignore.
Indeed, a reader survey

conducted by People
Management for said feature
found almost two-thirds (64
per cent) of respondents had
introduced remote or hybrid

working since the
pandemic, and
almost three in five
(58 per cent) now
require their staff
to attend the office
between one and
four days per week.
But as HR

departments the
country over have
discovered during the last
two years – having stepped up
withinmany organisations –
looking after teams of people,
fostering a company culture
and ensuring wellbeing
and productivity of those

who are based both
in the workplace
and elsewhere is
very different to
when they’re solely
working within the
same four walls.
Cookson’s book

provides clear advice
and direction in this

area that until now hasn’t
been on offer, givingHR
professionals the opportunity
to consider all the available
options and decide on the
best arrangements for their
organisation and people.
Packed with practical

advice and helpful case
studies with the likes of
Network Rail, Macmillan
Cancer Support and the
Institute of Occupational
Medicine, Cookson – a
people professional withmore
than two decades’ experience
and owner of consultancy
EPIC for the last five years –
successfully cuts through the
noise around hybrid working
and gets to the core of what
HR needs to consider to
help its organisation perform
at its best, whether it’s a small
local business or a global
corporate giant.

{Book}

TheCulturePlaybook
DanielCoyle,CornerstonePress, £8.39/£7.99
e-book

Culture is something that’s often
discussed, particularly in thewake of
the pandemic, yet can be hard to define
– and even harder to improve. Also the
author of several previous books on the
topic, Coyle spent six years studying
some of themost successful teams in
theworld (including USNavy SEALs) to
informTheCulture Playbook, and offers
his findings as 60 concise and practical
tips, including ‘build a failure wall’ and
‘set aside time to do nothing together’.

{Book}

GoingDigital
LyndseyJonesandBalvinderSinghPowar,
FTPublishing, £13.59/£11.99e-book

The pace of digital transformation has
been accelerated by the pandemic, yet
as Jones, a strategic consultant who led
digital transformation at the Financial
Times andSingh Powar, adjunct
professor atMadrid’s IE Business
School, explain, many organisations
only factor in the technology and not
the people side of change. Free of
complex jargon,GoingDigital promises
to help leaders thrive in an increasingly
technological landscape.

{Podcast}

TheLearningand
DevelopmentPodcast
DavidJames, via all goodpodcast providers

Unsurprisingly, if you’re looking for
a podcast about L&D, this is a good
place to start. Hosted byDavid James,
chief learning officer at Looop and
formerly director of talent, learning and
ODat TheWalt DisneyCompany, its
fortnightly episodes tackle anything and
everything affecting L&Dprofessionals
in an accessible way, including learning
culture, the impact of Covid on learning,
and career progression as a practitioner.

{Book}

TheAnti-RacistOrganization
ShereenDaniels,Wiley, £14.95/£12.34e-book

Daniels is no stranger to helping
organisationspromote racial equity; she
is vicechair of theLondonChamberof
Commerceand Industry’sBlackBusiness
Association, founder of anti-racism
consultancyHR rewired, andwasnamed
one of LinkedIn’s TopVoices in 2020. Her
first book is an unflinching exploration
of a society built onwhite privilege and a
roadmap for change, coveringhow tobegin
asking uncomfortable questions, her four-
partmodel for change, andmaintaining
progress into the future.

What’snew

HR forHybridWorking
GaryCookson, Kogan Page, £29.99/£29.99 e-book

Reviews

InCaregiving
Fathers in the
Workplace, Dr
Jasmine Kelland,
lecturer in human
resource studies
at the University of
Plymouth, explores
the concept of the
‘fatherhood forfeit’ in
the experiences and
challenges of fathers
who choose to
change their working
patterns in order to
take amore active
role in parenting.
Meanwhile, in

Zest, Andy Davies,
product design
director at MHR,
offers leadership help
for “a new generation
of leaders”, pairing
accessible advice
with insightful case
studies, allowing
those in leadership
roles and aspiring
to them to reflect on
their own style.

“Looking after
teams of people
based elsewhere is
different towhen
they’rewithin the
same fourwalls ”
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The CIPD People Management Awards is taking

place at the glamorous Grosvenor Hotel, Park Lane,

London, on Thursday 22 September.

Book your tickets before Monday 25 July to save

with the early bird offer.

Get your tickets here: cipdpmas.co.uk

The 2022 winners will be revealed during a black-tie

Awards dinner. The evening will celebrate

outstanding teams and projects within the HR and

L&D profession.

In association with: Sponsors:

It's time to
celebrate

cipdmas.co.uk

#CIPDPMAs22



Mycompanybosshasa
real aversion toflexible
–particularlypart-time–
working, and it’s starting
toputusatadisadvantage
when trying to recruit and
retain inanalreadydifficult
environment.He refuses
toallowpeople, especially
seniorpeople, towork fewer
thanfivedaysaweek,which
hasmeantwe’ve lostpeople,
includingwomencoming
back frommaternity leave,
tocompetitorswhowelcome
thisarrangement.Howcan
webringhis thinkingoutof
theDarkAges?

Theremay be some analysis
to be done onwhatmotivates
your boss, or what they
respond to – facts and
figures, I bet – butmight
external environment data
help too?Many executives
believe they need to exert a
‘command and control’ style
of leadership. It is exhausting

in the long term and they
may perceive decisions
such as flexible working to
have a negligible impact on
business performance. Seek to
understand theirmotivation
and assumptions so you stand
a better chance of influencing
them.Challenge them to let

you bring forward a better
rationale for decisionmaking
and to demonstrate the impact
on organisational wellbeing.
Focus on facts and provide
an internal as well as external
perspective on how theworld
has shifted. Youmay already
have data, such as conversion
rates and staff turnover, or
you can lean on candidate
surveys, onboarding and
exit interviews to build up a
picture of why people stay and
leave. In terms of the external

environment, whole countries
are trialling a four-dayweek
at themoment, and research
exists on part-timeworkers
beingmore productive.
I’ve often found clarity

around the fact that saying
‘yes’ doesn’t trap the business
in an out-of-control spiral

helpful.The eight business
reasons for turning down a
request can help you limit how
far you open those gates to
what they feel is sustainable.
Alternatively, an experiment,
perhaps in an area of the
business they perceive to be
less risky,may also help build
your case. Set a six-month
review period on agreements
tominimise the sense of risk.
Moving someone from a fixed
mindset to a growthmindset
can be hard butworthwhile.

Largely because of the loss
of revenue causedbyCovid,
mybusiness underwent a
large-scale restructure that
has takenmost of the last
year. The exercise itselfwas
successful in operational
terms, and our future as an
organisation is looking a
lotmore secure. However,
wehad tomakequite a
few significantworkforce
changes, including a lot of
redundancies, and employee
morale is unsurprisingly

at rockbottom. I knowwe
should’ve seen it coming,
but howcanwe try to give
people a boost and get them
backonour side?

Trust takes a while to rebuild,
as well as deliberate actions
to ensure people are brought
along on the journey.
My first action would be to

involve people from across the
business in a listening session
– framing the problem you’ve
laid out and inviting them

to tell you what is and isn’t
working.This accomplishes
two things – it brings the
issues to the surface, engages
people in the solution and
therefore increases the
number of change champions
who feel involved. Being
willing to listen to concerns
without defensiveness
demonstrates care.
You should, however,

be selective in inviting
collaborators who challenge
respectfully, as well as
potentially some early
adopters with influence in the
business too.We often take on
themost challenging people

and invest all our time in
converting them, but research
shows us this does not give you
the return you are hoping for
inmost cases.
Once you’ve narrowed your

focus to essential levers for
change, invite people in to help
progress the work if you can.
A good communications

strategy will help you tell the
story of amore secure future
andwhat that looks like for
those still in the business.That
means youmay want to review
your existing comms channels
and see if openness and honesty
around the company’s financial
position can be improved.

How canwewin back trust
after restructure?

Yourproblems

“Seek to understand theirmotivation so you
standabetter chanceof influencing them”

Hiringbeing impactedbyboss’s
antipathy forflexibleworking

Guest FixerDiana
Olafsdottir tackles
your queries
DianaOlafsdottir is currently
global people and culture lead for a
teleradiology company, where her
accomplishments include setting up a
successful partnering function to the
business, focused on organisational
development, culture and leadership.
She bringswith her expertise in
behavioural science, high performance
coaching and perspectives fromboth
the private and charity sectors.
Her replies are written in a personal

capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or theCIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visitbit.ly/pmfixer
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Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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Elevate teams
with world-class
training

Go1 understands that you deliver a diverse range

of training whether it be compliance, hard skills,

or soft skills development. The Go1 Content Hub

provides you with a wide range of topics by

a versatile collection of global, regional, and

specialised providers.

We help you create contextualized learning

experiences that engage curiosity, and encourage

self-directed learning habits whilst meeting

your business needs. Delivered in your existing

platform, or in ours.

Trusted by the best

Popular content partners

Customers can access with single sign-on through:



Go1 helps millions of

people in thousands of

organisations engage

in learning that is

relevant, effective,

and inspiring.

average customer

satisfaction rating

“The range of the Premium courses,

combined with our bespoke content and

the ability to put everything into an Award

then roll it out to a specific team, is just

fantastic.”

Mariana Valle, Learning and Development

Coordinator at ASG

Visit Go1.com to book a demo

“Implementing Go1 into the Readiness

platform was really simple. Viewing

content is seamless, it’s all under the one

banner and our users are not jumping in

and out of different platforms”

Simon Kearney

Founder, Readiness
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Financial advice companyOne
FourNineGrouphasappointed
SueHolmes,Chartered
FCIPD (1) to the role of human
resourcesdirector. Holmes
bringswith hermanyyears
of experience in thefinancial
services sector,most recently
for pensions adviser Premier.
Anne-MarieAndrichas

beenappointed to the role of
chief people officer for supply
chain solutions firmForto. She
joins fromHusqvarnaGroup.
FirstBushasannounced the

appointment ofGarethHind
(2) to thenewly created role
of headof equality, diversity&
inclusion.Hindhas spent 20
years in supermarket retail,
most recentlywithAsda.
KirstenMayerhasbeen

promoted to senior vice
president of global talent
development atRPOcompany
Cielo.Mayer takeson this new
role after six years at the firm.
HeinekenUKhasappointed

MartaMartinsPintoas its
newpeopledirector. Since

2019 shehasbeenHRdirector
for thecompany inPortugal.
SantanderUKhas

announced theappointment of
Juan IgnacioEcheverria (3)
aschief people officer.He joins
fromSantanderGroupMexico,
wherehehasbeenchief human
resourcesofficer since2016.
IT servicesproviderNTT

DataUKhasappointedEvelyn
Healyas vicepresident of
human resources.Healy has
plenty of experience leading
businesses through large-
scale transformation, having
previouslyworked forYahoo,
ESPNandWPPamongothers.
WendySmith (4) is leaving

HS2,where shewasheadof
HR, and joining rail operator
CrossCountry as its newHR
andsafetydirector.
ElenaOrsinihas takenon

the role of headofHR in theUK
andMiddleEast forDutchbank
ING.Orsini has25years of
experience inHRandbanking.
UKB2Bmarketing agency

TheMarketingPractice (TMP)

haspromotedHarmony
Crawford to the role of chief
people officer.Crawfordwas
previouslyEVP&managing
director in theUSoffice.
Landscaping andpaving

specialistMarshalls has
appointedLouiseFurness (5)
to thenew role of chief people
andESGofficer. Furness joined
thecompany in 2018asgroup
HRdirector but is nowhelping
todrive thefirm’sESGand
sustainability agendawith her
additional responsibilities.
SophieGriffiths,

CharteredMCIPDhas
takenupanewpost as head
of people at pharmaceutical
start-upReactaHealthcare.
She leavespharmaceutical
manufacturerWockhardtUK
after 11 years,where sheheld
the role of seniorHRmanager.
AuctionTechnologyGroup

(ATG)hasappointedDarren
Ali (6)as its newchief people
officer.Ali hasworkedall
over theworld for techfirms
includingBlackRock.

1
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Potter, interim group HR director at
CareTech (pictured).
Opportunities normally sit at a senior

level within L&D so I would recommend
that, if you’re not working on strategic-
led projects, then volunteer. The fact
you’ve completed your CIPD Level 5
is a good indicator for your current
employer that you’re interested, but
ask if there are any opportunities
to be promoted tomore strategic
projects – it’s the best way you’re going
to learn and you can then put these
experiences on your CV.

If you want to work in a particular
sector, you can see if there are
opportunities for volunteering in
that sector, whichmeans you will
be able to talk with experience
about the type of environment

that you would be supporting.
If there are external roles you’re

applying for but not being invited to
interview, it will be on the basis of your
CV, so youmay need to work on it.
Use L&D buzzwords such as ‘talent’,
‘organisational development’ and
‘pyramid hierarchy’ to make sure it
jumps out at recruitingmanagers.
You’re already networking, which

is good. I would also recommend
looking at opportunities via amagazine
or LinkedIn, which will allow you to
search for a job title or organisation.
It’s a candidate’s market out there.
If you have a really good CV, there
should be no reason why you don’t get
invited to an interview becausemost
organisations have lots of vacancies.
Don’t give up.

I’m a learning specialist and
would like to progress to an L&D
manager or consultant role, ideally
to something more strategic
as my role is very operational.
I’ve completedmy CIPD Level
5 Diploma in L&D, do quite a bit
of networking inside as well as
outside of my organisation, and
try to expandmy skill set by
getting involved in various L&D
projects, but I don’t seem to be
getting anywhere fast. What can
I do to help make sure I’m able to
move up to the next level?

Learning and development is a
great profession to be in where you
are actually making a difference
to other people’s lives, says Fiona

The next step Wehelp you to help your career

5

4

Who’smakingHRheadlines?People and posts

Moves
Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@
haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis
bit.ly/pmnextstep



Remote workingmay not lead
to environmental benefits as
previously thought, a study
by Sussex Business School
has found.
Researchers looked at data

from the EnglishNational
Travel survey between
2005 and 2019, which has
information about 3.6 million
trips taken by 269,000
individuals in England.
They found that teleworkers

took around 8 per cent more
non-work trips per week
than office workers, despite
taking fewer trips overall.
High-frequency

teleworkers (those who
worked from home at least
three times a week) lived
on average 7.6 miles further
from their place of work than
office workers, andmedium-
frequency teleworkers (those
working from home once or

twice a week) lived 4.2 miles
further fromwork.
Non-teleworkers (anyone

who worked from home less
than once a week) commuted
68.2 miles, and spent 250
minutes commuting per week.
Meanwhile, medium-

frequency teleworkers spent

100minutes more and
commuted 32.5 miles further
each week. High frequency
teleworkers spent 3.5 minutes
less commuting and 5.9 miles
less than non-teleworkers.
The study also found that

households with at least
one remote worker travelled

22miles further each week
than households with no
remote workers, noting that
this may be because the
presence of a teleworker may
encourage other household
members to travel more.
Professor Steven Sorrell,

professor of energy policy
at the University of Sussex
Business School, said: “If
you work at home during
the day, youmay choose
to take additional trips –
perhaps to pick up some
shopping or simply to get
out of the house”.
Bernardo Caldarola, lead

author of the study, said that
“a combination of residential
relocation, induced non-work
travel and the influence on
the travel patterns of other
householdmembers offset the
benefits of fewer commutes”.
✶ bit.ly/EcoHybridStudy
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Hybridworkingmaynotbeeco-friendly

Workers who socialise
with those who have an
emotionally demanding job
can experience emotional
stress through association, a
study by Durham Business
School has found.
Academics collected data

from 135 employees in
customer-facing R&D roles
at three time points over a
13-month period, including
data on their work social ties,
their emotional job demands,
and their job performance.
The study found that when

workers socialise with those
in emotionally demanding

Engaging in presenteeism,
or attending work while ill,
leads to a loss of energy that
cannot be recovered the
next day, a study by Trinity
Business School has found.
Researchers asked 126

employees to log their
activity for 12 days, resulting
in 995 observations.
The study found that

employees with physical
complaints weremore likely to
engage in presenteeism, which
is the state of working while
unwell, when they had a lower
level of work-goal progress.
According to the study,

jobs, the person with the
demanding job can feel the
benefit, but that the other
person will experience
their job to be emotionally
demanding as well.
However, the study also

found that work-based
social ties helped to buffer
the effects of emotionally
demanding jobs on
employee performance.
Professor Andrew Parker,

lead researcher, said that
work-based social ties are a
“double-edged sword”.
“They both transmit

emotional demands, but they
can also buffer against the
negative effects of emotional
demands on employee
performance.” he said.
✶ bit.ly/DurhamJobsResearch

Emotional stress
passed on through
socialising

Workingwhile
unwell drains
you of energy

self-regulation (the
regulation of cognition,
behaviour, and emotion for
successful goal achievement),
leads to a process known as
‘ego depletion’, where the
subject has fewer resources
the next day.
Lead researcher, professor

Wlad Rivkin, said: “managers
should openly discourage
presenteeism by reassuring
teammembers that if they
feel unwell it is acceptable
to reduce their daily work
goals and instead tend to
their health.”
He advised that if workers

are going to engage in
presenteeism, they should
focus on pleasant rather than
energy-draining tasks.
✶ bit.ly/PresenteeismTrinity

Thelatest
fi g frfindingsfrom
thefinest
minds

Remoteworkersand their households
havea tendency to travelmore than
office-basedemployees, a studyhas found
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While studying aCIPDqualification
students are encouraged to join the
CIPD in order to access the breadth
of resources to accelerate their learning.
For some study centres, currentCIPD
membership is required to obtain a
qualification certificate.
TheCode ofConduct team at the

CIPDhave received an increasing
number of complaints about instances
of plagiarism in the context of studying
over the last few years.

Whatmembers need to know
•TheCIPDCode ofConduct process
will continue regardless of findings
made by the study centre.
•Once an investigation is initiated, the
processwill continue even if themember
resigns or theirmembership lapses.
• A finding of plagiarism could invoke
aCode ofConduct investigation, which

CIPDCodeofConduct:piracy
andplagiarismlearnings
TheCode of Conduct team shares lessons learned from recent alleged breaches

©
Focus
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may result in sanctions being applied if
a breach of theCode is established.
• Sanctions include suspension of
membership or permanent expulsion.

Examples of complaints
There are a range of actions that could
be classed as plagiarism and students
should clarify with their study centre
hownot to fall foul of requirements.
Some examples are below:
• Incorrect and inadequate referencing;
•Quoting fromunpublished or
publishedwork of other persons, or
from the internet, without crediting the
source and referencing in accordance
with scholarly academic convention;
•Dishonestly presenting another
candidate’s results from research,
interviews or observation as their own;
• Buying or stealing of work;
• For thosewho use translators there

is also a need to demonstrate how, as a
student, thework is your own.

Piracy
Members should also be aware that
sharing or hosting copyrighted content,
including eBooks, is against copyright
law. Piracy issues will be dealt with in a
similarmatter to plagiarism if a breach
of theCode is found.

Recommendations
CIPDmembership gives access to
a range of resources that include
discounts on textbooks.The online
community forum is a useful place to
learn fromothers.Our ‘Workplace
Dilemmas InConfidence’ Forumhas
been a great success, enablingmembers
to post anonymously and receive career
advice as well as emotional support.
✶ bit.ly/CIPDCodeOfConduct

EXTRA
EXTRA

Age-inclusiverecruitment
Older workers – those aged
50 and over – play a crucial
role in the labour market,
accounting for almost a
third of the UK workforce.
The CIPD’s recent report,
Understanding older workers,
offers recommendations for
employers when considering
how to recruit and retain
older workers.
✶bit.ly/CIPDolderworkers

Podcast:Harnessingpressure
Dealing with stress can place
huge demands on employees’
physical and mental health.
So would it be counterintuitive
for organisations to
purposefully generate or allow
pressure to raise employee
performance?Well, not
necessarily. Tune in to the latest
episode of the CIPD Podcast.
✶bit.ly/PressurePodcast

Financialwellbeingpolicies
Only one in five employees say
their employer has a financial
wellbeing policy, despite the
agreed benefits. The need for a
policy is likely to becomemore
important, with 65 per cent of
staff saying it’s important their
future employer has a financial
wellbeing policy in place.
✶bit.ly/FinancialWellbeing2022

HealthandWellbeing report
The CIPD’s latestHealth
andWellbeing at Work 2022
report, in partnership with
Simplyhealth, reveals that the
percentage of HR professionals
who believe managers have
‘bought into’ the importance of
wellbeing has dropped from 67
per cent (2021) to 60 per cent
(2022). Unpack further insight
from the report.
✶ bit.ly/CIPDWellbeingAtWork

TheCIPD’sguidance isdesigned

tohelpemployersbetterunderstand

olderworkersand their needs
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Anewpartnership between theCIPD
and theNHS (see page 12) is set to
transform the future of 16,000NHS
people professionals.The partnership
marks a commitment to raise the
profile and impact of the biggest group
of people professionals in Europe.
TomSimons, chiefHR&OD

officer atNHSEngland andNHS
Improvement, commented: “Our
partnershipwith theCIPD is
challenging us to look longer-term,
to shape leading-edge thinking, and
to create systems for research and
evidence-based practice, sowe can put
NHSpeople and our patients at the
heart of our development.”
PeterCheese, chief executive of the

CIPD, said: “It’s a real privilege for
us to partner with an organisation of
the scale and importance of theNHS,
and to see the commitment from the
leadership of the people profession
within theNHS to these goals.”
The partnership builds on theNHS

vision for their role in recruiting and
developingmore people andworking
differently, in a compassionate and
inclusive culture.

CIPDbegins
partnership
withNHS

“The plan is to put
NHS people and
our patients at the

heart of our
development”
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Member benefit: CIPD
membership renewals
Renewyourmembershipby 1Julyand
takeadvantageof thewide rangeof
benefitsCIPDMembershiphas tooffer.
With theCIPDbyyour side, you’vegot
acareerpartner that gets you,
supportingyour journey, providingyou
with the resources to learn, develop
andconfidentlymakedecisions in the
workplace, keepingyoudriving
forward, personally andprofessionally.
If you’realreadyaDirectDebit payer,
youcansit backand relax.We’ll be in
touchsoon to let youknowyour
payment schedule.
✶ cipd.co.uk/member-renew

This year’s event again provides
delegates with the chance to
learn from experts and join the
conversation on issues that are high
on the people profession agenda.
Free learning sessions, hosted by

theCIPD and industry providers,
will take place throughout the
festival from15-16 June on the
Exhibition Insights Stage and
are available for all in-person and
virtual attendees.New for this
year is a live recording of theCIPD
podcast, whichwill explore how
organisations can better design
inclusive learning experiences.
In-person attendees can also seek

one-to-one help at the LegalDrop-
inClinic and the People Library.

Wednesday 15June2022
13:30–Makingasuccessofhybridworking |
EmployeeExperienceArena

14:45–Whatworks invirtual classrooms? |
Learning&DevelopmentStage

Thursday 16June2022
12:45–Rethinkingabsencemanagement
toprovideflexiblewellbeingsupport |
EmployeeExperienceArena

13:45 –Livepodcast: Evidence-basedL&D
–designing inclusive learningexperiences |
Learning&DevelopmentStage

14:45–Responsible investment in
technology: boosting jobqualityAND
businessoutcomes | HRTechnologyArena

15:00–Makingworkamore reliable route
outofpoverty | EmployeeExperienceArena

Freeadvice
atFestival
ofWork
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Business Opportunities Career Counselling

Talent Development HRConsulting

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44 (0) 208 1339750

MANAGE STRESS
BUILD RESILIENCE
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Employability Skills Training HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Job Evaluation

TOADVERTISEHERE PLEASE
CONTACTROSIE

rosie.henshall@haymarket.com
020 8267 5841
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samantha.johnston@haymarket.com T. 0208 267 4965 Appointments

CHECK OUT THESE HR JOBS ANDMORE

pmjobs.cipd.co.uk

HRMANAGER

LOCATION:WIGAN / GREATER

MANCHESTER

SALARY: £36,546 PER ANNUM PRO

RATA, £29,237 PER ANNUM FOR 0.8FTE

Expiry Date: 13th June 2022

DEPUTYDIRECTOR OF HUMAN

RESOURCES

LOCATION: UNITED KINGDOM

SALARY: £46,042 - £50,296 PA

Expiry Date: 8th June 2022

PEOPLE PARTNER

LOCATION: SURREY /WEST SUSSEX

SALARY: £40,00 - 46,352

FTE PER ANNUM

Expiry Date: 13th June 2022

HEAD OF PENSION OPERATIONS
LOCATION: LONDON

SALARY: STRONG REWARDSAND
BENEFITS PACKAGES

Expiry Date: 16th June 2022

POLICYOFFICER (EQUALITY,

DIVERSITYAND INCLUSIVITY)

LOCATION: BASINGSTOKE /

HAMPSHIRE

SALARY: £35,336 - £39,571

Expiry Date: 12th June 2022

INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE PARTNER

LOCATION: LONDON / HYBRID

SALARY: CIRCA £50,000 PA PLUS

ANNUAL BONUSAND

GENEROUS BENEFITS

Expiry Date: 16th June 2022
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Theproblem
MikeRoss is a brilliant lawyer at a
prestigiousNewYork law firm, but
there’s just one problem–he doesn’t
have a law degree. A friendwithwhom
he has fallen out reveals his secret to
themanaging partner, Jessica Pearson,
who instructs her senior partner,
Harvey Specter, to fire him. Specter
then threatens to leave the firm if
Ross is fired andRoss is granted a
reprieve. But couldHRhave donemore
to ensure appropriate background
checks were conducted in the first place?

A law firm’s future is at risk when one of its top hires turns out to be a fraud

CouldHRsolve...?

The solution
While pre-employment checks
need to be robust in a regulated
profession like law, saysDeborah
Gillespie,HRmanager atChange
Recruitment (pictured), theymay
not have prevented a situation like
this, where forgery of documents
has taken place.
The advice to Pearson should be

straightforward though,Gillespie
explains: Ross needs to be “removed
immediately” because the firm is at
massive risk. All the advice he has
given is “not indemnified or

insured,” she says.
“Stakeholders, clients
and partners are all at
risk… the exposure of
the firm could be
absolutelymassive.”

Employees at the firmwill also
have been affected by the deceit,
andmay need support. Employee
engagement, culture and trust “will
have been eroded” because Ross is
not who he says he is, explains
Gillespie, adding that the fact senior
colleagues were aware he has been
presenting as a qualified lawyerwill
damage the psychological contract
employees havewith the firm.
As for Specter, Gillespie thinks

he should also face repercussions.
“He has taken part in the forgery of
documentation, and he knows that
Ross has been giving advice without
qualifications,” she says.Whatever
happens, Pearson needs to act fast;
if she carries on being complicit she
could face formal action herself.

MikeRoss’s verbal skills and
talent

haveenabledhimtomasquerade

asa lawyer for years–buth
owshould

thefirmreactwhenhisdeceit is reve
aled?
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